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Completeness

This chapter is about the completeness — and incompleteness— of normal modal
logics. As we saw in Section 1.6, normal modal logics are collections of formulas
satisfying certain simple closure conditions. They can be specified either syntac-
tically or semantically, and this gives rise to the questions which dominate the
chapter: Given a semantically specified logic, can we give ita syntactic characteri-
zation, and if so, how? And: Given a syntactically specified logic, can we give it a
semantic characterization (and in particular, a characterization in terms of frames),
and if so, how? To answer either type of question we need to know how to prove
(soundness and)completenesstheorems, and the bulk of the chapter is devoted to
developing techniques for doing so.

The chapter has two major parts. The first, comprising the first four sections,
is an introduction to basic completeness theory. It introduces canonical models,
explains and applies the completeness-via-canonicity proof technique, discusses
the Sahlqvist Completeness Theorem, and proves two fundamental limitative re-
sults. The material introduced in these sections (which areall on the basic track) is
needed to follow the second part and the algebraic investigations of Chapter 5.

In the second part of the chapter we turn to the following question: what are we
to do when canonicity fails? (As will become clear, canonicity failure is a fact of
life for temporal logic, propositional dynamic logic, and other applied modal lan-
guages.) This part of the chapter is technique oriented: it introduces five important
ways of dealing with such difficulties.

Chapter guide

Section 4.1: Preliminaries (Basic track).This section introduces the fundamental
concepts: normal modal logics, soundness, and completeness.

Section 4.2: Canonical Models (Basic track).Canonical models are introduced,
and the fundamental Canonical Model Theorem is proved.

Section 4.3: Applications (Basic track).This section discusses the key concept of
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canonicity, and uses completeness-via-canonicity arguments to put canoni-
cal models to work. We prove completeness results for a number of modal
and temporal logics, and finish with a discussion of theSahlqvist Com-
pleteness Theorem.

Section 4.4: Limitative Results (Basic track).We prove two fundamental limita-
tive results: not all normal logics are canonical, and not all normal logics
are characterized by some class of frames. This section concludes our in-
troduction to basic completeness theory.

Section 4.5: Transforming the Canonical Model (Basic track). Often we need to
build models with properties for which we lack a canonical formula. What
are we to do in such cases? This section introduces one approach: use
transformation methods to try and massage the ‘faulty’ canonical model
into the required shape.

Section 4.6: Step-by-Step (Basic track).Sometimes we can cope with canonicity
failure using the step-by-step method. This is a technique for building
models with special properties inductively.

Section 4.7: Rules for the Undefinable (Basic track).Special proof rules (that in
a certain sense manage to express undefinable properties of models and
frames) sometimes allow us to construct special canonical models con-
taining submodels with undefinable properties.

Section 4.8: Finitary Methods I (Basic track).We discuss a method for proving
weak completeness results for non-compact logics:finite canonical mod-
els. We use such models to prove the completeness of propositional dy-
namic logic.

Section 4.9: Finitary Methods II (Advanced track).This section further explores
finitary methods, this time the direct use of filtrations. We illustrate this
with an analysis of the normal logics extendingS4.3.

4.1 Preliminaries

In this section we introduce some of the fundamental concepts that we will use
throughout the chapter. We begin by definingmodal logics— these could be de-
scribed as propositional logics in a modal language.

Throughout the chapter we assume we are working with a fixed countable lan-
guage of proposition letters.

Definition 4.1 (Modal Logics) A modal logic� is a set of modal formulas that
contains all propositional tautologies and is closed undermodus ponens(that is, if� 2 � and�!  2 � then 2 �) anduniform substitution(that is, if� belongs
to� then so do all of its substitution instances). If� 2 � we say that� is atheorem
of � and write`� �; if not, we write 6`� �. If �1 and�2 are modal logics such
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that�1 � �2, we say that�2 is anextensionof �1. In what follows, we usually
drop the word ‘modal’ and talk simply of ‘logics’. a
Note that modal logics contain all substitution instances of the propositional tau-
tologies: for example,3p _ :3p, belongs to every modal logic. Even though
such substitution instances may contain occurrences of3 and2, we still call them
tautologies. Clearly tautologies are valid in every class of models.

Example 4.2 (i) The collection of all formulas is a logic, theinconsistent
logic.

(ii) If f�i j i 2 Ig is a collection of logics, then
Ti2I �i is a logic.

(iii) Define �S to bef� j S  �; for all structuresS 2 Sg; whereS is any
class of frames or any class of general frames.�S is a logic. If S is the
singleton classfSg, we usually call this logic�S, rather than�fSg.

(iv) If M is a class of models, then�M neednot be a logic. Consider a modelM in which p is true at all nodes butq is not. Thenp 2 �M, but q 62 �M.
But q is obtainable fromp by uniform substitution. a

It follows from Examples 4.2(i) and 4.2(ii) that there is a smallest logic containing
any set of formulas� ; we call thisthe logic generated by� . For example, the logic
generated by the empty set contains all the tautologies and nothing else; we call it
PC and it is a subset of every logic. This generative perspective is essentiallysyn-
tactic. However, as Example 4.2(iii) shows, there is a naturalsemanticperspective
on logics: both frames and general frames give rise to logicsin an obvious way.
Even the empty class of frames gives rise to a logic, namely the inconsistent logic.
Finally, Example 4.2(iv) shows that models may fail to give rise to logics. This
‘failure’ is actually the behavior we should expect: as we discussed in Section 1.6,
genuine logics arise at the level offrames, via the concept ofvalidity.

Definition 4.3 Let  1, . . . , n, � be modal formulas. We say that� is deducible
in propositional calculus from assumptions 1, . . . , n if ( 1 ^ � � � ^  n) ! � is
a tautology. a
All logics are closed under deduction in propositional calculus: if � is deducible
in propositional calculus from assumptions 1, . . . , n, then`�  1, . . . ,`�  n
implies`� �.

Definition 4.4 If � [ f�g is a set of formulas then� is deducible in� from� (or:� is�-deducible from� ) if `� � or there are formulas 1,. . . , n 2 � such that`� ( 1 ^ � � � ^  n)! �:
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If this is the case we write� `� �, if not, � 6`� �. A set of formulas� is �-
consistentif � 6`�?, and�-inconsistentotherwise. A formula� is�-consistent iff�g is; otherwise it is�-inconsistent. a
It is a simple exercise in propositional logic to check that aset of formulas� is�-inconsistent if and only if there is a formula� such that� `� � ^ :� if and
only if for all formulas , � `�  . Moreover,� is �-consistent if and only if
every finite subset of� is. (That is, our notion of deducibility has thecompact-
nessproperty.) From now on, when� is clear from context or irrelevant, we drop
explicit references to it and talk simply of ‘theorems’, ‘deducibility’, ‘consistency’
and ‘inconsistency’, and use the notation` �, � ` �, and so on.

The preceding definitions merely generalize basic ideas of propositional calculus
to modal languages. Now we come to a genuinelymodalconcept:normal modal
logics. These logics are the focus of this chapter’s investigations. We initially
restrict our discussion to the basic modal language; the full definition is given at
the end of the section. As we discussed in Section 1.6, the following definition is
essentially an abstraction from Hilbert-style approachesto modal proof theory.

Definition 4.5 A modal logic� is normal if it contains the formulas:

(K) 2(p! q)! (2p! 2q),
(Dual) 3p$ :2:p,
and is closed undergeneralization(that is, if`� � then`� 2�). a
Syntactic issues do not play a large role in this book; nonetheless, readers new to
modal logic should study the following lemma and attempt Exercise 4.1.2.

Lemma 4.6 For any normal logic�, if `� �$  then`� 3�$ 3 .

Proof. Supposè � �$  . Then`� �!  and`�  ! �. If we can show that`� 3�! 3 and`� 3 ! 3�, the desired result follows. Now, as̀� �!  ,
we have`� : ! :�, hence by generalizatioǹ� 2(: ! :�). By uniform
substitution into the K axiom we obtaiǹ� 2(: ! :�) ! (2: ! 2:�). It
follows by modus ponens that̀� 2: ! 2:�. Therefore,̀ � :2:�! :2: ,
and two uses of Dual yield̀� 3�! 3 , as desired. As̀  ! �, an analogous
argument shows that̀� 3 ! 3�, and the result follows. a
Remark 4.7 The above definition of normal logics (with or without Dual, depend-
ing on the choice of primitive operators) is probably the most popular way of stip-
ulating what normal logics are. But it’s not the only way. Here, for example, is
a simple diamond-based formulation of the concept, which will be useful in our
later algebraic work: a logic� is normal if it contains the axioms3? $ ? and3(p _ q) $ 3p _3q, and is closed under the following rule:`� � !  implies
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asked to show in Exercise 4.1.2.a
Example 4.8 (i) The inconsistent logic is a normal logic.

(ii) PC is not a normal logic.
(iii) If f�i j i 2 Ig is a collection of normal logics, then

Ti2I �i is a normal
logic.

(iv) If F is any class of frames, then�F is a normal logic.
(v) If G is any class of general frames, then�G is a normal logic. (The reader

is asked to prove this in Exercise 4.1.1.)a
Examples 4.8(i) and 4.8(iii) guarantee that there is a smallest normal modal logic
containing any set of formulas� . We call this the normal modal logicgenerated
or axiomatizedby � . The normal modal logic generated by the empty set is calledK, and it is the smallest (or minimal) normal modal logic: for any normal modal
logic �, K � �. If � is a non-empty set of formulas we usually denote the
normal logic generated by� by K�. Moreover, we often make use of Hilbert
axiomatization terminology, referring to� asaxiomsof this logic, and say that the
logic was generated using therules of proofmodus ponens, uniform substitution,
and generalization. We justified this terminology in Section 1.6, and also asked the
reader to prove that the logicK� consists of precisely those formulas that can be
proved in a Hilbert-style derivation from the axioms in� using the standard modal
proof rules (see Exercise 1.6.6).

Defining a logic by stating which formulas generate it (that is, extending the
minimal normal logicK with certain axioms of interest) is the usual way of syn-
tactically specifying normal logics. Much of this chapter explores such axiomatic
extensions. Here are some of the better known axioms, together with their tradi-
tional names:

(4) 33p! 3p
(T) p! 3p
(B) p! 23p
(D) 2p! 3p
(.3) 3p ^3q! 3(p ^3q) _3(p ^ q) _3(q ^3p)
(L) 2(2p! p)! 2p
There is a convention for talking about the logics generatedby such axioms: if
A1; : : : ;An are axioms thenKA 1 : : :An is the normal logic generated by A1, . . . ,
An. But irregularities abound. Many historical names are firmly entrenched, thus
modal logicians talk ofT, S4, B, andS5 instead ofKT , KT4 , KB andKT4B re-
spectively. Moreover, many axioms have multiple names. Forexample, the axiom
we call L (for Löb) is also known as G (for Gödel) and W (for wellfounded); and
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K the class of all frames
K4 the class of transitive frames
T the class of reflexive frames
B the class of symmetric frames
KD the class of right-unbounded frames
S4 the class of reflexive, transitive frames
S5 the class of frames whose relation is an equivalence relation
K4.3 the class of transitive frames with no branching to the right
S4.3 the class of reflexive, transitive frames with no branching to the right
KL the class of finite transitive trees (weakcompleteness only)

Table 4.1.Some Soundness and Completeness Results

the axiom we call .3 has also been called H (for Hintikka). We adopt a fairly relaxed
attitude towards naming logics, and use the familiar names as much as possible.

Now that we know what normal modal logics are, we are ready to introduce the
two fundamental concepts linking the syntactic and semantic perspectives:sound-
nessandcompleteness.

Definition 4.9 (Soundness)Let S be a class of frames (or models, or general
frames). A normal modal logic� is soundwith respect toS if � � �S. (Equiva-
lently: � is soundwith respect toS if for all formulas�, and all structuresS 2 S,`� � impliesS  �.) If � is sound with respect toS we say thatS is a class of
frames(or models, or general frames)for �. a
Table 4.1 lists a number of well-known logics together with classes of frames for
which they are sound. Recall that aright-unboundednessframe(W;R) is a frame
such that8x9yRxy. Also, a frame(W;R) satisfying8x8y8z (Rxy ^ Rxz !(Ryz _ y = z _Rzy)) is said to haveno branching to the right.

The soundnessclaims made in Table 4.1 (with the exception of the last one,
which was shown in Example 3.9) are easily demonstrated. In all cases one shows
that the axioms are valid, and that the three rules of proof (modus ponens, gen-
eralization, and uniform substitution) preserve validityon the class of frames in
question. In fact, the proof rules preserve validity onanyclass of frames or general
frames (see Exercise 4.1.1), so proving soundness boils down to checking the va-
lidity of the axioms. Soundness proofs are often routine, and when this is the case
we rarely bother to explicitly state or prove them. But the concept ofcompleteness,
leads to the problems that will occupy us for the remainder ofthe chapter.

Definition 4.10 (Completeness)Let S be a class of frames (or models, or general
frames). A logic� is strongly completewith respect toS if for any set of formulas



196 4 Completeness� [ f�g, if � S � then� `� �. That is, if� semantically entails� on S (recall
Definition 1.35) then� is�-deducible from� .

A logic � is weakly completewith respect toS if for any formula�, if S  � then`� �. � is strongly complete (weakly complete) with respect to a single structureS if � is strongly complete (weakly complete) with respect tofSg. a
Note that weak completeness is the special case of strong completeness in which�
is empty, thus strong completeness with respect to some class of structures implies
weak completeness with respect to that same class. (The converse doesnot hold,
as we will later see.) Note that the definition of weak completeness can be refor-
mulated to parallel the definition of soundness:� is weakly complete with respect
to S if �S � �. Thus, if we prove that a syntactically specified logic� is both
sound and weakly complete with respect to some class of structuresS, we have
established a perfect match between the syntactical and semantical perspectives:� = �S. Given a semantically specified logic�S (that is, the logic of some class
of structuresS of interest) we often want to find a simple collection of formulas�
such that�S is the logic generated by� ; in such a case we sometimes say that�
axiomatizesS.

Example 4.11 With the exception ofKL , all the logics mentioned in Table 4.1 are
strongly complete with respect to the corresponding classes of frames. However
KL is only weakly complete with respect to the class of finite transitive trees. As
we will learn in section 4.4,KL is not strongly complete with respect to this class
of frames, or indeed with respect to any class of frames whatsoever. a
These completeness results are among the best known in modallogic, and we will
soon be able to prove them. Together with their soundness counterparts (given in
Example 4.1), they constitute perspicuous semantic characterizations of important
logics. K4, for example, is not just the logic obtained by enrichingK with some
particular axiom: it is precisely the set of formulas valid on all transitive frames.
There is always something arbitrary about syntactic presentations; it is pleasant
(and useful) to have these semantic characterizations at our disposal.

We make heavy use, usually without explicit comment, of the following result.

Proposition 4.12 A logic � is strongly complete with respect to a class of struc-
turesS iff every�-consistent set of formulas is satisfiable on someS 2 S. �
is weakly complete with respect to a class of structuresS iff every�-consistent
formula is satisfiable on someS 2 S.

Proof. The result for weak completeness follows from the one for strong complete-
ness, so we examine only the latter. To prove the right to leftimplication we argue
by contraposition. Suppose� is not strongly complete with respect toS. Thus
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there is a set of formulas� [ f�g such that� S � but� 6`� �. Then� [ f:�g
is�-consistent, but not satisfiable on any structure inS. The left to right direction
is left to the reader. a
To conclude this section, we extend the definition of normal modal logics to arbi-
trary similarity types.

Definition 4.13 Assume we are working with a modal language of similarity type� . A modal logicin this language is (as before) a set of formulas containing all
tautologies that is closed under modus ponens and uniform substitution. A modal
logic � is normal if for every operatorO it contains: the axiomKiO (for all i such
that1 � i � �(O)); the axiom DualO; and is closed under the generalization rules
described below.

The required axioms are obvious polyadic analogs of the earlier K and Dual
axioms:

(KiO) O(r1; : : : ; p! q; : : : ; r�(O)) !! �O(r1; : : : ; p; : : : ; r�(O))! O(r1; : : : ; q; : : : ; r�(O))� :
(DualO) M(r1; : : : ; r�(O)) $ :O(:r1; : : : ;:r�(O)):
(Herep; q; r1; : : : ; r�(O) are distinct propositional variables, and the occurrences
KiO of p and q occur in thei-th argument place ofO.) Finally, for a polyadic
operatorO, generalization takes the following form:`� � implies `� O(?; : : : ; �; : : : ;?):
That is, ann-place operatorO is associated withn generalization rules, one for
each of itsn argument positions.

Note that these axioms and rules don’t apply tonullary modalities. Nullary
modalities are rather like propositional variables and — asfar as the minimal logic
is concerned — they don’t give rise to any axioms or rules.a
Definition 4.14 Let � be a modal similarity type. Given a set of� -formulas� ,
we defineK�� , the normal modal logicaxiomatizedor generatedby � , to be the
smallest normal modal� -logic containing all formulas in� . Formulas in� are
calledaxiomsof this logic, and� may be called anaxiomatizationof K�� . The
normal modal logic generated by the empty set is denoted byK� . a
Exercises for Section 4.1
4.1.1 Show that ifG is any class of general frames, then�S is a normal logic. (To prove
this, you will have to show that the modal proof rules preserve validity on any general
frame.)
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4.1.2 First, show that the diamond-based definition of normal modal logics given in Re-
mark 4.7 is equivalent to the box-based definition. Then, forlanguages of arbitrary simi-
larity type, formulate aM-based definition of normal modal logics, and prove it equivalent
to theO-based one given in Definition 4.13.

4.1.3 Show that the set of all normal modal logics (in some fixed language) ordered by set
theoretic inclusion forms a complete lattice. That is, prove that every familyf�i j i 2 Ig
of logics has both an infimum and a supremum. (An infimum is a logic� such that� � �i
for all i 2 I , and for any other logic�0 that has this property,� � �0; the concept of a
supremum is defined analogously, with ‘�’ replacing ‘�’.)

4.1.4 Show that the normal logic generated by2(p^2p! q)_2(q ^2q ! p) is sound
with respect to the class ofK4.3 frames (see Table 4.1). Further, show that the normal
modal logic generated by2(2p! q)_2(2q ! p) is notsound with respect to this class
of frames, but that it is sound with respect to the class ofS4.3frames.

4.2 Canonical Models

Completeness theorems are essentially model existence theorems — that is the con-
tent of Proposition 4.12. Given a normal logic�, we prove its strong completeness
with respect to some class of structures by showing that every �-consistent set of
formulas can be satisfied in some suitable model. Thus the fundamental question
we need to address is:how do we build (suitable) satisfying models?

This section introduces the single most important answer: build models out of
maximal consistent sets of formulas, and in particular, buildcanonical models. It
is difficult to overstress the importance of this idea. In oneform or another it
underlies almost every modal completeness result the reader is likely to encounter.
Moreover, as we will learn in Chapter 5, the idea has substantial algebraic content.

Definition 4.15 (�-MCSs) A set of formulas� is maximal�-consistentif � is�-
consistent, and any set of formulas properly containing� is�-inconsistent. If� is
a maximal�-consistent set of formulas then we say it is a�-MCS. a
Why useMCSs in completeness proofs? To see this, first note that every pointw in every modelM for a logic� is associated with a set of formulas, namelyf� j M; w  �g. It is easy to check (and the reader should do so) that this
set of formulas is actually a�-MCS. That is: if � is true in some model for�,
then� belongs to a�-MCS. Second, ifw is related tow0 in some modelM,
then it is clear that the information embodied in theMCSs associated withw andw0 is ‘coherently related’. Thus our second observation is: models give rise to
collections of coherently relatedMCSs.

The idea behind the canonical model construction is to try and turn these obser-
vations around: that is, to work backwards from collectionsof coherently related
MCSs to the desired model. The goal is to prove a Truth Lemma whichtells us that
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‘� belongs to anMCS’ is actually equivalentto ‘� is true in some model’. How
will we do this? By building a special model — thecanonical model— whose
points are allMCSs of the logic of interest. We will pin down what it means for
the information inMCSs to be ‘coherently related’, and use this notion to define
the required accessibility relations. Crucially, we will be able to prove an Exis-
tence Lemma which states that there are enough coherently relatedMCSs to ensure
the success of the construction, and this will enable us to prove the desired Truth
Lemma.

To carry out this plan, we need to learn a little more aboutMCSs.

Proposition 4.16 (Properties of MCSs)If � is a logic and� is a�-MCS then:

(i) � is closed under modus ponens: if�, �!  2 � , then 2 � ;
(ii) � � � ;

(iii) for all formulas�: � 2 � or :� 2 � ;
(iv) for all formulas�,  : � _  2 � iff � 2 � or  2 � .

Proof. Exercise 4.2.1. a
As MCSs are to be our building blocks, it is vital that we have enoughof them. In
fact, any consistent set of formulas can be extended to a maximal consistent one.

Lemma 4.17 (Lindenbaum’s Lemma) If � is a�-consistent set of formulas then
there is an�-MCS�+ such that� � �+.

Proof. Let �0, �1, �2; : : : be an enumeration of the formulas of our language. We
define the set�+ as the union of a chain of�-consistent sets as follows:�0 = ��n+1 = � �n [ f�ng; if this is�-consistent�n [ f:�ng; otherwise�+ = Sn�0�n:
The proof of the following properties of�+ is left as Exercise 4.2.2: (i)�n is�-consistent, for alln; (ii) exactly one of� and:� is in�+, for every formula�;
(iii) if �+ `� �, then� 2 �+; and finally (iv)�+ is a�-MCS. a
We are now ready to build models out ofMCSs, and in particular, to build the
very special models known as canonical models. With the helpof these structures
we will be able to prove the Canonical Model Theorem, a universal completeness
result for normal logics. We first define canonical models andprove this result for
the basic modal language; at the end of the section we generalize our discussion to
languages of arbitrary similarity type.
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Definition 4.18 The canonical modelM� for a normal modal logic� (in the basic
language) is the triple(W�; R�; V �) where:

(i) W� is the set of all�-MCSs;
(ii) R� is the binary relation onW� defined byR�wu if for all formulas , 2 u implies3 2 w. R� is called thecanonical relation.

(iii) V � is the valuation defined byV �(p) = fw 2W� j p 2 wg. V � is called
thecanonical(or natural) valuation.

The pairF� = (W�; R�) is called thecanonical framefor �. a
All three clauses deserve comment. First, the canonical valuation equates the truth
of a propositional symbol atw with its membership inw. Our ultimate goal is to
prove a Truth Lemma which will lift this ‘truth = membership’equation to arbitrary
formulas.

Second, note that the states ofM� consist ofall �-consistentMCSs. The signif-
icance of this is that, by Lindenbaum’s Lemma,any�-consistent set of formulas
is a subset of some point inM� — hence, by the Truth Lemma proved below,
any�-consistent set of formulas is true at some point in this model. In short, the
single structureM� is a ‘universal model’ for the logic�, which is why it’s called
‘canonical’.

Finally, consider the canonical relation: a statew is related to a stateu precisely
when for each formula in u, w contains the information3 . Intuitively, this
captures what we mean byMCSs being ‘coherently related’. The reader should
compare the present discussion with the account of ultrafilter extensions in Chap-
ter 2 — in Chapter 5 we’ll discuss a unifying framework. In themeantime, the
following lemma shows that we’re getting things right:

Lemma 4.19 For any normal logic�, R�wv iff for all formulas  , 2 2 w
implies 2 v.

Proof. For the left to right direction, supposeR�wv. Further suppose 62 v. Asv
is anMCS, by Proposition 4.16: 2 v. AsR�wv,3: 2 w. Asw is consistent,:3: 62 w. That is,2 62 w and we have established the contrapositive. We
leave the right to left direction to the reader.a
In fact, the definition ofR� is exactly what we require; all that remains to be
checked is that enough ‘coherently related’MCSs exist for our purposes.

Lemma 4.20 (Existence Lemma)For any normal modal logic� and any statew 2W�, if 3� 2 w then there is a statev 2W� such thatR�wv and� 2 v.

Proof. Suppose3� 2 w. We will construct a statev such thatR�wv and� 2 v.
Let v� bef�g [ f j 2 2 wg. Thenv� is consistent. For suppose not. Then
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there are 1, . . . , n such that̀ � ( 1 ^ � � � ^  n) ! :�, and it follows by an
easy argument that̀� 2( 1 ^ � � � ^ n)! 2:�: As the reader should check, the
formula (2 1 ^ � � � ^ 2 n) ! 2( 1 ^ � � � ^  n) is a theorem of every normal
modal logic, hence by propositional calculus,`� (2 1^� � �^2 n)! 2:�. Now,2 1 ^ � � � ^ 2 n 2 w (for 2 1, . . . ,2 n 2 w, andw is anMCS) thus it follows
that2:� 2 w. Using Dual, it follows that:3� 2 w. But this is impossible:w is
anMCS containing3�. We conclude thatv� is consistent after all.

Let v be anyMCS extendingv�; such extensions exist by Lindenbaum’s Lemma.
By construction� 2 v. Furthermore, for all formulas , 2 2 w implies 2 v.
Hence by Lemma 4.19,R�wv. a
With this established, the rest is easy. First we lift the ‘truth = membership’ equa-
tion to arbitrary formulas:

Lemma 4.21 (Truth Lemma) For any normal modal logic� and any formula�,M�; w  � iff � 2 w.

Proof. By induction on the degree of�. The base case follows from the definition
of V �. The boolean cases follow from Proposition 4.16. It remainsto deal with the
modalities. The left to right direction is more or less immediate from the definition
of R�:M�; w  3� iff 9v (R�wv ^ M�; v  �)

iff 9v (R�wv ^ � 2 v) (Induction Hypothesis)
only if 3� 2 w (DefinitionR�)

For the right to left direction, suppose3� 2 w. By the equivalences above, it
suffices to find anMCS v such thatR�wv and� 2 v — and this is precisely what
the Existence Lemma guarantees.a
Theorem 4.22 (Canonical Model Theorem)Any normal modal logic is strongly
complete with respect to its canonical model.

Proof. Suppose� is a consistent set of the normal modal logic�. By Linden-
baum’s Lemma there is a�-MCS �+ extending�. By the previous lemma,M�; �+  �. a
At first glance, the Canonical Model Theorem may seem rather abstract. It is a
completeness result with respect to a class ofmodels, not frames, and a rather ab-
stract class at that. (ThatK4 is complete with respect to the class of transitive
frames is interesting; that it is complete with respect to the singleton class contain-
ing only its canonical model seems rather dull.) But appearances are misleading:
canonical models are by far the most important tool used in the present chapter.
For a start, the Canonical Model Theorem immediately yieldsthe following result:
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Theorem 4.23 Kis strongly complete with respect to the class of all frames.

Proof. By Proposition 4.12, to prove this result it suffices to find, for any K -
consistent set of formulas� , a modelM (based on any frame whatsoever) and a
statew inM such thatM; w  � . This is easy: simply chooseM to be(FK; V K),
the canonical model forK , and let�+ be anyK -MCS extending� . By the previous
lemma,(FK; V K); �+  � . a
More importantly, it is often easy to get useful informationabout the structure of
canonical frames. For example, as we will learn in the next section, the canonical
frame for K4 is transitive — and this immediately yields the (more interesting)
result thatK4 is complete with respect to the class of transitive frames. Even when
a canonical model is not as cleanly structured as we would like, it still embod-
ies a vast amount of information about its associated logic;one of the important
themes pursued later in the chapter is how to make use of this information in-
directly. Furthermore, canonical models are mathematically natural. As we will
learn in Chapter 5, from an algebraic perspective canonicalmodels are not abstract
oddities: indeed, they are precisely the structures one is lead to by considering the
ideas underlying the Stone Representation Theorem.

To conclude this section we sketch the generalizations required to extend the results
obtained so far to languages of arbitrary similarity types.

Definition 4.24 Let � be a modal similarity type, and� a normal modal logic in
the language over� . The canonical modelM� = (W�; R�M; V �)M2� for � hasW� andV � as defined in Definition 4.18, while for ann-ary operatorM 2 � the
relationR�M � (W�)n+1 is defined byR�Mwu1 : : : un if for all formulas 1 2 u1,
. . . , n 2 un we haveM( 1; : : : ;  n) 2 w. a
There is an analog of Lemma 4.19.

Lemma 4.25 For any normal modal logic�, R�Mwu1 : : : un iff for all formulas 1; : : : ;  n, O( 1; : : : ;  n) 2 w implies that for somei such that1 � i � n, i 2 ui.
Proof. See Exercise 4.2.3.a
Now for the crucial lemma — we must show that enough coherently relatedMCSs
exist. This requires a more delicate approach than was needed for Lemma 4.20.

Lemma 4.26 (Existence Lemma)SupposeM( 1; : : : ;  n) 2 w. Then there areu1, . . . ,un such that 1 2 u1, . . . , n 2 un andR�wu1 : : : un.

Proof. The proof of Lemma 4.20 establishes the result for any unary operators in
the language, so it only remains to prove the (trickier) casefor modalities of higher
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arity. To keep matters simple, assume thatM is binary; this illustrates the key new
idea needed.

So, supposeM( 1;  2) 2 w. Let �0, �1, . . . enumerate all formulas. We con-
struct two sequences of sets of formulasf 1g = �0 � �1 � � � � and f 2g = �0 � �1 � � � �
such that all�i and�i are finite and consistent,�i+1 is either�i [ f�ig or�i[f:�ig, and similarly for�i+1. Moreover, putting�i := V�i and�i := V�i,
we will have thatM(�i; �i) 2 w.

The key step in the inductive construction isM(�i; �i) 2 w ) M (�i ^ (�i _ :�i); �i ^ (�i _ :�i)) 2 w) M ((�i ^ �i) _ (�i ^ :�i); (�i ^ �i) _ (�i ^ :�i)) 2 w) one of the formulasM(�i ^ [:℄�i; �i ^ [:℄�i) is inw.

If, for example,M(�i ^ �i; �i ^ :�i) 2 w, we take�i+1 := �i [ f�ig, �i+1 :=�i [ f:�ig. Under this definition, all�i and�i have the required properties.
Finally, letu1 = Si�i andu2 = Si�i. It is easy to see thatu1, u2 are�-MCSs
andR�Mwu1u2, as required. a
With this lemma established, the real work has been done. TheTruth Lemma
and the Canonical Model Theorem for general modal languagesare now obvious
analogs of Lemma 4.21 and Theorem 4.22. The reader is asked tostate and prove
them in Exercise 4.2.4.

Exercises for Section 4.2
4.2.1 Show that allMCSs have the properties stated in Proposition 4.16. In addition, show
that if� and� are distinctMCSs, then there is at least one formula� such that� 2 � and:� 2 � .

4.2.2 Lindenbaum’s Lemma is not fully proved in the text. Give proofs of the four claims
made at the end of our proof sketch.

4.2.3 Prove Lemma 4.25. (This is a good way of getting to grips with the definition of
normality for modal languages of arbitrary similarity type.)

4.2.4 State and prove the Truth Lemma and the Canonical Model Theorem for languages
of arbitrary similarity type. Make sure you understand the special case for nullary modali-
ties (recall that we have no special axioms or rules of proof for these).

4.3 Applications

In this section we put canonical models to work. First we showhow to prove
the frame completeness results noted in Example 4.11 using asimple and uniform
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method of argument. This leads us to isolate one of most important concepts of
modal completeness theory:canonicity. We then switch to the basic temporal
language and use similar arguments to prove two important temporal completeness
results. We conclude with a statement of theSahlqvist Completeness Theorem,
which we will prove in Chapter 5.

Suppose we suspect that a normal modal logic� is strongly complete with re-
spect to a class of framesF; how should we go about proving it? Actually, there is
no infallible strategy. (Indeed, as we will learn in the following section, many nor-
mal modal logics are not complete with respect to any class offrames whatsoever.)
Nonetheless, a very simple technique works in a large numberof interesting cases:
simply show that the canonical frame for� belongs toF. We call such proofs
completeness-via-canonicityarguments, for reasons which will soon become clear.
Let’s consider some examples.

Theorem 4.27 The logicK4 is strongly complete with respect to the class of tran-
sitive frames.

Proof. Given aK4-consistent set of formulas� , it suffices to find a model(F; V )
and a statew in this model such that (1)(F; V ); w  � , and (2)F is transitive.
Let (WK4; RK4; V K4) be the canonical model forK4 and let�+ be anyK4-
MCS extending� . By Lemma 4.21,(WK4; RK4; V K4); �+  � so step (1) is
established. It remains to show that(WK4; RK4) is transitive. So supposew, v
andu are points in this frame such thatRK4wv andRK4vu. We wish to show thatRK4wu. Suppose� 2 u. AsRK4vu,3� 2 v, so asRK4wv,33� 2 w. Butw is
a K4-MCS, hence it contains33� ! 3�, thus by modus ponens it contains3�.
ThusRK4wu. a
In spite of its simplicity, the preceding result is well worth reflecting on. Two
important observations should be made.

First, the proof actually establishes something more general than the theorem
claims: namely, that the canonical frame ofanynormal logic� containing33p!3p is transitive. The proof works because allMCSs in the canonical frame contain
the 4 axiom; it follows that the canonical frame of any extension of K4 is transitive,
for all such extensions contain the 4 axiom.

Second, the result suggests that there may be a connection between the structure
of canonical frames and the frame correspondences studied in Chapter 3. We know
from our previous work that33p! 3p definestransitivity — and now we know
that it imposes this property on canonical frames as well.

Theorem 4.28 T, KB andKD are strongly complete with respect to the classes of
reflexive frames, of symmetric frames, and of right-unbounded frames, respectively.
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Proof. For the first claim, it suffices to show that the canonical model for T is
reflexive. Letw be a point in this model, and suppose� 2 w. Asw is aT-MCS,�! 3� 2 w, thus by modus ponens,3� 2 w. ThusRTww.

For the second claim, it suffices to show that the canonical model for KB is
symmetric. Letw andv be points in this model such thatRKBwv, and suppose
that� 2 w. Asw is aKB -MCS, �! 23� 2 w, thus by modus ponens23� 2 w.
Hence by Lemma 4.19,3� 2 v. But this means thatRKBvw, as required.

For the third claim, it suffices to show that the canonical model forKD is right-
unbounded. (This is slightly less obvious than the previousclaims since it requires
an existence proof.) Letw be any point in the canonical model forKD. We
must show that there exists av in this model such thatRKDwv. Asw is aKD-
MCS it contains2p ! 3p, thus by closure under uniform substitution it contains2>! 3>. Moreover, as> belongs to all normal modal logics, by generalization2> does too; so2> belongs toKD, hence by modus ponens3> 2 w. Hence,
by the Existence Lemma,w has anRKD successorv. a
Once again, these result hint at a link between definability and the structure of
canonical frames: after all, T defines reflexivity, B defines symmetry, and D right
unboundedness. And yet again, the proofs actually establish something more gen-
eral than the theorem states: the canonical frame ofany normal logic containing
T is reflexive, the canonical frame ofanynormal logic containing B is symmetric,
and the canonical frame ofanynormal logic containing D is right unbounded. This
allows us to ‘add together’ our results. Here are two examples:

Theorem 4.29 S4is strongly complete with respect to the class of reflexive, tran-
sitive frames.S5 is strongly complete with respect to the class of frames whose
relation is an equivalence relation.

Proof. The proof of Theorem 4.27 shows that the canonical frame ofanynormal
logic containing the 4 axiom is transitive, while the proof of the first clause of
Theorem 4.28 shows that the canonical frame ofanynormal logic containing the
T axiom is reflexive. AsS4 contains both axioms, its canonical frame has both
properties, thus the completeness result forS4follows.

As S5 contains both the 4 and the T axioms, it also has a reflexive, transitive
canonical frame. As it also contains the B axiom (which by theproof of the second
clause of Theorem 4.28 means that its canonical frame is symmetric), its canonical
relation is an equivalence relation. The desired completeness result follows. a
As these examples suggest, canonical models are an important tool for proving
frame completeness results. Moreover, their utility evidently hinges on some sort
of connection between the properties of canonical frames and the frame corre-
spondences studied earlier. Let us introduce some terminology to describe this
important phenomenon.
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Definition 4.30 (Canonicity) A formula � is canonical if, for any normal logic�, � 2 � implies that� is valid on the canonical frame for�. A normal logic� is
canonicalif its canonical frame is a frame for�. (That is,� is canonical if for all� such that̀ � �, � is valid on the canonical frame for�.) a
Clearly 4, T, B and D axioms are all canonical formulas. For example, any normal
logic� containing the 4 axiom has a transitive canonical frame, andthe 4 axiom is
valid on transitive frames. Similarly, any modal logic containing the B axiom has
a symmetric canonical frame, and the B axiom is valid on symmetric frames.

MoreoverK4, T, KB , KD , S4 and S5 are all canonical logics. Our previous
work has established that all the axioms involved are valid on the relevant canonical
frames. But (see Exercise 4.1.1) modus ponens, uniform substitution, and general-
ization preserve frame validity. It follows thateveryformula in each of these logics
is valid on that logic’s canonical frame. In general, to showthatKA1 : : :An is a
canonical logic it suffices to show thatA1; : : : ; An are canonical formulas.

Definition 4.31 (Canonicity for a Property) Let� be a formula, andP be a prop-
erty. If the canonical frame for any normal logic� containing� has propertyP ,
and� is valid on any class of frames with propertyP , then� is canonical forP .
For example, we say that the 4 axiom is canonical for transitivity, because the pres-
ence of 4 forces canonical frames to be transitive, and 4 is valid on all transitive
frames. a
Let us sum up the discussion so far. Many important frame completeness results
can be proved straightforwardly using canonical models. The key idea in such
proofs is to show that the relevant canonical frame has the required properties.
Such proofs boil down to the following task: showing that theaxioms of the logic
are canonical for the properties we want (which is why we callthem completeness-
via-canonicity arguments).

Now for some rather different application of completeness-via-canonicity argu-
ments. The theorems just proved weresyntacticallydriven: we began with syn-
tactically specified logics (for exampleK4 andT) and showed that they could be
semantically characterized as the logics of certain frame classes. Canonical models
are clearly useful for such proofs — but how do they fare when proving semanti-
cally driven results? That is, supposeF is a class of frames we find interesting, and
we have isolated a set of axioms which we hope generates�F. Can completeness-
via-canonicity arguments help establish their adequacy?

As such semantically driven questions are typical of temporal logic, let us switch
to the basic temporal language. Recall from Example 1.14 that this language has
two diamonds,F andP , whose respective duals areG andH. TheF operator
looks forward along the flow of time, andP looks backwards. Furthermore, recall
from Example 1.25 that we are only interested in the frames for this language in
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which the relations corresponding toF andP are mutually converse. That is, a
bidirectional frame is a triple(W; fRP ; RF g) such thatRP = f(y; x) j (x; y) 2 RF g:
Recall that by convention we present bidirectional frames as unimodal frames(T;R); in such presentations we understand thatRF = R andRP = R�. The
class of all bidirectional frames is denoted byFt, and a bidirectional model is a
model whose underlying frame belongs toFt.

So, what is a temporal logic? As a first step towards answeringthis we define:

Definition 4.32 Theminimal temporal logic�Ft is f� j Ft  �g. a
That is, the minimal temporal logic contains precisely the formulas valid on all
bidirectional frames. This is a semantic definition, and, given our interest in frames,
a sensible one. But can we axiomatize�Ft? That is, can we give�Ft a simplesyn-
tactic characterization? First, note that�Ft is not identical to the minimal normal
logic in the basic temporal language. As we noted in Example 1.29(v), for any
frameF = (W; fRF ; RP g) we have thatF  (q ! HFq) ^ (q ! GPq) iff F 2 Ft:
The two conjuncts define the ‘mutually converse’ property enjoyed byRF andRP . Clearly, both conjuncts belong to�Ft . Equally clearly, they donot belong
to the minimal normal logic in the basic temporal language Nonetheless, although�Ft is stronger, it is not much stronger: the only axioms we need to add are these
converse-defining conjuncts.

Definition 4.33 A normal temporal logic� is a normal modal logic (in the basic
temporal language) that containsp! GPp andp! HFp (theconverse axioms).
The smallest normal temporal logic is calledK t. We usually call normal temporal
logics tense logics.

Note that in the basic temporal language the K axioms areG(p! q)! (Gp!Gq) andH(p ! p) ! (Hp ! Hp), and the Dual axioms areFp $ :G:p andPp $ :H:p. Closure under generalization means that if`� � then`� G� and`� H�. a
We want to show thatK t generates exactly the formulas in�Ft . Soundness is
immediate: clearlyK t � �Ft . We show completeness using a canonicity argument.
So, what are canonical models for tense logics? Nothing new:simply the following
instance of Definition 4.24:

Definition 4.34 The canonical model for a tense logic� is the structureM� =(T�; fR�P ; R�F g; V �) where:
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(i) T� is the set of all�-MCSs;
(ii) R�P is the binary relation onT� defined byR�P ts if for all formulas�, � 2 s

impliesP� 2 t.
(iii) R�F is the binary relation onT� defined byR�F ts if for all formulas�, � 2 s

impliesF� 2 t.
(iv) V � is the valuation defined byV �(p) = ft 2 T� j p 2 tg. a

We immediately inherit a number of results from the previoussection, such as an
Existence Lemma, a Truth Lemma, and a Canonical Model Theorem telling us that
each tense logic is complete with respect to its canonical model. This is very useful
— but it is not quite enough. We want to show thatKt generates all thetemporal
validities. None of the results just mentioned allow us to conclude this, and for a
very obvious reason: we don’t yet know whether canonical frames for tense logics
are bidirectional frames! In fact they are, and this is wherethe converse axioms
come into play. As the next lemma shows, these axioms are canonical; they forceR�P andR�F to be mutually converse.

Lemma 4.35 For any tense logic�, if R�P ts thenR�F st, and ifR�F ts thenR�P st.
Proof. Rather like the proof that B is canonical for symmetry (see Theorem 4.28
item (ii)). We leave it to the reader as Exercise 4.3.2.a
Thus canonical frames of tense logics are bidirectional frames, so from now on we
present them as pairs(T�; R�). Moreover, we now have the desired result:

Corollary 4.36 K t is strongly complete with respect to the class of all bidirec-
tional frames, andK t = �Ft .
Proof. K t is strongly complete with respect to its canonical model. Aswe’ve just
seen, this model is based on abidirectional frame, so the strong frame complete-
ness result follows. Strong completeness implies weak completeness, so�Ft � K t.
The inclusionK t � �Ft has already been noted.a
With this basic result established, we are ready to start a semantically driven ex-
ploration of tense logic. That is, we can now attempt to capture the logics of ‘time-
like’ classes of frames as axiomatic extensions ofK t. Here we limit ourselves to
the following question: how can the temporal logic ofdense unbounded weak total
ordersbe axiomatized? From the point of view of tense logic, this isan interesting
problem: dense frames and totally ordered frames both play an important role in
modeling temporal phenomena. Moreover, as we will see, there is an instructive
problem that must be overcome if we build totally ordered models. This will give
us a gentle initiation to the fundamental difficulty faced bysemantically driven
completeness results, a difficulty which we will explore in more detail later in the
chapter.
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Definition 4.37 A bidirectional frame(T;R) is denseif there is a point between
any two related points (8xy (Rxy ! 9z (Rxz ^ Rzy))). It is right-unboundedif
every point has a successor,left-unboundedif every point has a predecessor, and
unboundedif it is both right and left unbounded. It istrichotomousif any two
points are equal or are related one way or the other (8xy (Rxy _ x = y _ Ryx)),
and aweak total order(or weakly linear) if it is both transitive and trichotomous.
We call a frame with all these properties aDUWTO-frame. a
Note that weakly linear frames are allowed to contain both reflexive and irreflexive
points. Indeed, they are allowed to contain non-empty subsets S such that for alls; s0 2 S, Rss0. Thus they do not fully model the idea of linearity. Linearity is
better captured by the class ofstrict total orders, which are transitive, trichotomous
and irreflexive. Building strictly totally ordered models is harder than building
weakly totally ordered models; we examine the problem in detail later in the chap-
ter.

Our first task is to select suitable axioms. Three of the choices are fairly obvious.

(4) FFp! Fp
(Dr) Gp! Fp
(Dl) Hp! Pp
Note thatFFp ! Fp is simply the 4 axiom in tense logical notation. We know
(by the proof of Theorem 4.27) that it is canonical for transitivity, hence choosing
it as an axiom ensures the transitive canonical frame we want. Next, Dr (a tense
logical analog of the D axiom) is (by the proof of the third claim of Theorem 4.28)
canonical for right-unboundedness. Similarly, its backward-looking companionHp! Pp is canonical forleft-unboundedness, so we obtain an unbounded canon-
ical frame without difficulty.

What about density? Here we are in luck. The following formula is canonical
for density:

(Den) Fp! FFp
This is worth a lemma, since the proof is not trivial. (Note that density is a
universal-existential property, rather than a universal property like transitivity or
reflexivity. This means that proving canonicity requires establishing theexistence
of certainMCSs.)

Lemma 4.38 Fp! FFp is canonical for density.

Proof. Let� be any tense logic containingFp! FFp, let (T�; R�) be its canon-
ical frame, and lett and t0 be points in this frame such thatR�tt0. We have to
show that there is a�-MCS s such thatR�ts andR�st0. If we could show that
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(for by Lemma 4.35, anyMCS extending this set would be a suitable choice fors).

So suppose for the sake of contradiction that this set is not consistent. Then, for
some finite set of formulas�1; : : : ; �m;  1; : : : ;  n from this set,`� (�1 ^ � � � ^ �m ^ F 1 ^ � � � ^ F n)!? :
Defineb� to be�1 ^ � � � ^ �m and b to be 1 ^ � � � ^  n. Note thatb 2 t0.

Now,`� F b ! F 1^� � �^F n, hencè � b�^F b !?, hencè � b�! :F b ,
and hencè � Gb� ! G:F b . BecauseG�1, . . . ,G�m 2 t, we have thatGb� 2 t
too, henceG:F b 2 t, and hence:G:F b 62 t. That is,FF b 62 t. But this
means thatF b 62 t, as (by uniform substitution in Den)F b ! FF b 2 t. But
now we have a contradiction: asb 2 t0 andR�tt0, F b must be int. We conclude
thatf� j G� 2 tg [ fF j  2 t0g is consistent after all. (Note that this proof
makes no use of the converse axioms, thus we have also proved that3p ! 33p
is canonical for density.) a
So it only remains to ensure trichotomy — but here we encounter an instructive dif-
ficulty. Because modal (and temporal) validity is preservedunder the formation of
disjoint unions (see Proposition 3.14) no formula of tense logic defines trichotomy.
Moreover, a little experimentation will convince the reader that canonical frames
may have disjoint point generated subframes; such canonical frames are clearly
not trichotomous. In short, to prove the desired completeness result we need to
build a model with a property for which no modal formula is canonical. This is
the problem we encounter time and time again when proving semantically driven
results.

In the present case, a little lateral thinking leads to a solution. First, let us get rid
of a possible preconception. Until now, we have always used the entire canonical
model — but we do not need to do this. A point generated submodel suffices. More
precisely, ifM�; w  � , then as modal satisfaction is preserved in generated
submodels (see Proposition 2.6)S; w  � , whereS is the submodel ofM�
generated byw.

The observation is trivial, but its consequences are not. Byrestricting our at-
tention to point-generated submodels, we increase the range of properties we can
impose. In particular, wecan impose trichotomy on point-generated submodels.
We met the relevant axioms when working with the basic modal language. From
our discussion ofS4.3andK4.3 (in particular, Exercise 4.3.3) we know that

(.3r) (Fp ^ Fq)! F (p ^ Fq) _ F (p ^ q) _ F (q ^ Fp)
is canonical for no-branching-to-the-right. Analogously

(.3l) (Pp ^ Pq)! P (p ^ Pq) _ P (p ^ q) _ P (q ^ Pp):
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is canonical for no-branching-to-the-left. Call a frame with no branching to the left
or right anon-branchingframe.

Proposition 4.39 Any trichotomous frame(T;R) is non-branching. Furthermore,
if R is transitive and non-branching andt 2 T , then the subframe of(T;R) gen-
erated byt is trichotomous.

Proof. Trivial — though the reader should recall that when forming generated sub-
frames for the basic temporal language, we generate on both the relation corre-
sponding toF and that corresponding toP . That is, we generate both forwards
and backwards alongR. a
In short, although no formula is canonical for trichotomy, there is a good ‘ap-
proximation’ to it (namely, the non-branching property) for which we do have a
canonical formula (namely, the conjunction of:3l and:3r). With this observed, the
desired result is within reach.

Definition 4.40 Let K tQ be the smallest tense logic containing 4, Dl, Dr, Den,:3l
and:3r. a
Theorem 4.41 KtQ is strongly complete with respect to the class ofDUWTO-
frames.

Proof. If � is K tQ-consistent set of formulas, extend it to aK tQ-MCS�+. LetM
be the canonical model forK tQ, and letS be the submodel ofM generated by�+.
As we just noted,S; �+  � . Moreover, the frame underlyingS is a DUWTO-
frame as required. First, asK tQ contains axioms that are canonical for transitivity,
unboundedness, and density,M has these properties; it is then not difficult to show
thatS has them too. Moreover, as the conjunction of:3l and:3r is canonical for
non-branching,M is non-branching andS trichotomous. a
To conclude, two important remarks. First, the need to buildmodels possessing
properties for which no formula is canonical is the fundamental difficulty facing
semantically driven results. In the present case, a simple idea enabled us to bypass
the problem — but we won’t always be so lucky and in the second part of the
chapter we develop more sophisticated techniques for tackling the issue.

Second, the relationships between completeness, canonicity and correspondence
are absolutely fundamental to the study of normal modal logics. These relation-
ships are further discussed in the following section, and explored algebraically in
Chapter 5, but let’s immediately mention one of the most elegant positive results
in the area: theSahlqvist Completeness Theorem. In Chapter 3 we proved the
Sahlqvist Correspondence Theorem: every Sahlqvist formula definesa first-order
class of frames. Here’s its completeness theoretic twin, which we will prove in
Chapter 5:
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Theorem 4.42 Every Sahlqvist formula is canonical for the first-order property
it defines. Hence, given a set of Sahlqvist axioms�, the logicK� is strongly
complete with respect to the class of framesF� (that is, the first-order class of
frames defined by�).

This is an extremely useful result. Most commonly encountered axioms in the
basic modal language are Sahlqvist (the Löb and McKinsey formulas are the ob-
vious exceptions) thus it provides an immediate answer to a host of completeness
problems. Moreover, like the Sahlqvist Correspondence Theorem, the Sahlqvist
Completeness Theorem applies to modal languages ofarbitrary similarity type.
Finally, the Theorem generalizes to a number of extended modal logics, most no-
tablyD-logic (which we introduce in Chapter 7). Note that Kracht’sTheorem (see
Chapter 2) can be viewed as a providing a sort of ‘converse’ toSahlqvist’s result,
for it gives us a way of computing formulas that are canonicalfor certain first-order
classes of frames.

Exercises for Section 4.3
4.3.1 Let 1:1 be the axiom3p ! 2p. Show thatK1:1 is sound and strongly complete
with respect to the class of all frames(W;R) such thatR is a partial function.

4.3.2 Let� be a normal temporal logic containing the axiomsp ! GPp andp ! HFp.
Show that ifR�P ts thenR�F st, and ifR�F ts thenR�P st.
4.3.3 Use canonical models to show thatK4.3 is strongly complete with respect to the
class of frames that are transitive and have no branching to the right, and thatS4.3 is
strongly complete with respect to the class of frames that are reflexive, transitive and have
no branching to the right.

Then, by proving suitable completeness results (and makinguse of the soundness results
proved in Exercise 4.1.4), show that the normal logic axiomatized by2(p ^ 2p ! q) _2(q ^ 2q ! p) is K4.3. Further, show that the normal modal logic axiomatized by2(2p! q)_2(2q ! p) is S4.3. Try proving the equivalence of these logics syntactically.

4.3.4 Prove directly that32p! 23p is canonical for the Church-Rosser property.

4.3.5 Let W5 be the formula32p ! (p ! 2p), and letS4W5 be the smallest normal
logic extendingS4 that contains W5. Find a simple class of frames that characterizes this
logic.

4.3.6 Show thatS5 is complete with respect to the the class ofglobally related frames,
that is, those frames(W;R) such that8wRww.

4.3.7 Consider a similarity type� with one binary operatorM. For each of the following
Sahlqvist formulas, first compute the (global) first-order correspondent. Then, give adirect
proof that the modal formula is canonical for the corresponding first-order property.

(a) pMq ! qMp,
(b) (pMq)Mr ! pM(qMr),
(c) ((qM:(pMq)) ^ p)! ?.
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4.4 Limitative Results

Although completeness-via-canonicity is a powerful method, it is not infallible.
For a start, not every normal modal logic is canonical. Moreover, not every normal
logic is the logic of some class of frames. In this section we prove both claims and
discuss their impact on modal completeness theory.

We first demonstrate the existence of non-canonical logics.We will show that
KL , the normal modal logic generated by the Löb axiom2(2p ! p) ! 2p,
is not canonical. We prove this by showing thatKL is not sound and strongly
complete with respect to any class of frames. Now, everycanonicallogic is sound
and strongly complete with respect to some class of frames. (For suppose� is a
canonical logic and� is a�-consistent set of formulas. By the Truth Lemma,� is
satisfiable onF�; as� is canonical,F� is a frame for�.) Hence ifKL is not sound
and strongly complete with respect to any class of frames, itcannot be canonical
either.

Theorem 4.43 KL is not sound and strongly complete with respect to any class of
frames, and hence it is not canonical.

Proof. Let � bef3q1g [ f2(qi ! 3qi+1) j 1 � i 2 !g. We will show that� is
KL -consistent, and that no model based on aKL -frame can satisfy all formulas in� at a single point. The theorem follows immediately.

To show that� is consistent, it suffices to show that every finite subset	 of � is
consistent. Given any such	 , for some natural numbern there is a finite set� of
the formf3q1g [ f2(qi ! 3qi+1) j 1 � i < ng such that	 � � � � . We show
that�, and hence	 , is consistent.

Let b� be the conjunction of all the formulas in�. To show thatb� is KL -
consistent, it suffices to show that it can be satisfied in a model based on a frame for
KL , for this shows that:b� is not valid on all frames forKL , and hence isnot one
of its theorems. LetF be the frame consisting off0; : : : ; ng in their usual order; as
this is a transitive, converse well-founded frame, by Example 3.9 it is a frame for
KL . LetM be any model based onF such that for all1 � i � n, V (qi) = fig.
ThenM; 0  b� andb� is KL consistent.

Next, suppose for the sake of a contradiction thatKL is sound and strongly com-
plete with respect to some class of framesF; note that asKL is not the inconsistent
logic, F must be non-empty. Thus anyKL -consistent set of formulas can be satis-
fied at some point in a model based on a frame inF. In particular, there is a modelM based on a frame inF and a pointw in M such thatM; w  � . But this is
impossible: becauseM; w  � , we can inductively define an infinite path throughM starting atw; however asM is based on a frame forKL it cannot contain such
infinite paths. HenceKL is not sound and strongly complete with respect to any
class of frames, and so cannot be canonical.a
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Remark 4.44 A normal logic� is said to becompactwhen any�-consistent set� can be satisfied in a frame for� at a single point. So the above proof shows that
KL is not compact. Note that a non-compact logic cannot be canonical, and cannot
be sound and strongly complete with respect to any class of frames. We will see a
similar compactness failure when we examinePDL in Section 4.8. a
What are we to make of this result? The reader shouldnot jump to the conclusion
that it is impossible to characterizeKL as the logic of some class of frames. Al-
though nostrong frame completeness result is possible, as we noted in Table 4.1
there is a elegantweakframe completeness result forKL , namely:

Theorem 4.45 KL is weakly complete with respect to the class of all finite transi-
tive trees.

Proof. The proof uses the finitary methods studied later in the chapter. The reader
is asked to prove it in Exercises 4.8.7 and 4.8.8.a
ThusKL is the logic of all finite transitive trees — and there exist non-canonical
but (weakly) complete normal logics. We conclude that, powerful though it is, the
completeness-via-canonicity method cannot handle all interesting frame complete-
ness results.

Let us turn to the second conjecture: are all normal logics weakly complete with
respect to some class of frames? No:incompletenormal logics exist.

Definition 4.46 Let� be a normal modal logic.� is (frame) completeif there is a
class of framesF such that� = �F, and (frame) incompleteotherwise. a
We now demonstrate the existence of incomplete logics in thebasic temporal lan-
guage. The demonstration has three main steps. First, we introduce a tense logic
called K tTho and show that it is consistent. Second, we show that no frame
for K tTho can validate the McKinsey axiom (which in tense logical notation isGF� ! FG�). It is tempting to conclude thatK tThoM , the smallest tense logic
containing bothK tTho and the McKinsey axiom, is the inconsistent logic. Sur-
prisingly, this isnot the case.K tThoM is consistent — and hence is not the tense
logic of any class of frames at all. We prove this in the third step with the help of
general frames.

K tTho is the tense logic generated by the following axioms:

(.3r) F (p ^ q)! F (p ^ Fq) _ F (p ^ q) _ F (p ^ Fq)
(Dr) Gp! Fp
(Ll) H(Hp! p)! Hp
As we have already seen, the first two axioms are canonical forsimple first-order
conditions (no branching to the right, and right-unboundedness, respectively). The
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third axiom is simply the Löb axiom written in terms of the backward looking
operatorH; it is valid on precisely those frames that are transitive and contain no
infinite descending paths. (Note that such frames cannot contain reflexive points.)
Let K tTho be the tense logic generated by these three axioms. As all three axioms
are valid on the natural numbers,K tTho is consistent. If(T;R) is a frame for
K tTho andt 2 T , thenfu 2 T j Rtug is a right-unbounded strict total order.

Now for the second step. LetK tThoM be the smallest tense logic containing
K tTho and the McKinsey axiomGFp ! FGp. What are the frames for this
enriched logic? The answer is: none at all, or, to put it another way,K tThoM
defines the empty class of frames. To see this we need the concept of cofinality.

Definition 4.47 Let (U;<) be a strict total order andS � U . S is cofinal inU if
for everyu 2 U there is ans 2 S such thatu < s. a
For example, both the even numbers and the odd numbers are cofinal in the natural
numbers. Indeed, they are precisely the kind of cofinal subsets we will use in the
work that follows: mutually complementary cofinal subsets.

Lemma 4.48 LetT be any frame forK tTho. ThenT 6 GFp! FGp.
Proof. Let t be any point inT, letU = fu 2 T j Rtug, and let< be the restriction
ofR toU . AsT, validates all theK tTho axioms,(U;<) is a right-unbounded strict
total order. Suppose we could show that there is a non-empty proper subsetS ofU such that bothS andUnS are cofinal inU . Then the lemma would be proved,
for we would merely need to define a valuationV onT such thatV (p) = S, and(T; V ); t 6 GFp! FGp.

Such subsetsS of U exist by (3.18) in Chapter 3. For a more direct proof, take
an ordinal� that is larger than the size ofU . By ordinal induction, we will define
a sequence of pairs of sets(R�; S�)��� such thatR� \ S� = ? and bothR� andS� are cofinal. We can easily prove the lemma from this by takingS = S�. The
definition is as follows:

(i) For � = 0, take some pointsr0 ands0 in U such thatr0 < s0 and defineR0 = fr0g andS0 = fs0g.
(ii) If � is a successor ordinal� + 1, then distinguish two cases:

(a) if R� or S� is cofinal, then defineR� = R� andS� = S�,
(b) if neitherR� nor S� is cofinal, then take some upper boundr� ofS� (that is,r� > s for all s 2 S�), take somes� bigger thanr� and

defineR� = R� [ fr�g andS� = S� [ fs�g
(iii) If � is a limit ordinal, then defineR� = S�<�R� andS� = S�<� S�.

It is easy to prove thatR� \ S� = ? for every ordinal� � �, so it remains to be
shown that bothR� andS� are cofinal. The key to this proof is the observation that
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if R� andS� were not cofinal, then the (implicitly defined) partial mapr : �! U
would be total and injective (further proof details are leftto the reader). This would
contradict the assumption that� exceeds the size ofU . a
We are ready for the final step. AsK tThoM defines the empty class of frames, it is
tempting to conclude that it is also complete with respect tothis class; that is, that
K tThoM is the inconsistent logic. However, this is not the case.

Theorem 4.49 KtThoM is consistent and incomplete.

Proof. Let (N; <) be the natural numbers in their usual order. LetA be the col-
lection of finite and cofinite subsets ofN; we leave it to the reader to show thatA is closed under boolean combinations and modal projections. Thus(N; <;A) is
a general frame; we claim that it validates all theK tThoM axioms. Now, it cer-
tainly validates all theK tTho axioms, for these are already valid on the underlying
frame. But what about M? As we noted in Example 1.34,GFp! FGp cannot be
falsified under assignments mappingp to either a finite or a co-finite set. Hence all
the axioms are valid andK tThoM must be consistent.

Now, by Lemma 4.48,K tThoM is not the logic of any non-empty class of
frames. But asK tThoM is consistent, it’s not the logic of the empty class of
frames either. In short, it’s not the logic of any class of frames whatsoever, and is
incomplete. a
Frame incompleteness results are not some easily fixed anomaly. As normal logics
are sets of formulas closed under three rules of proof, the reader may be tempted to
think that these rules are simply too weak. Perhaps there areyet-to-be-discovered
rules which would strengthen our deductive apparatus sufficiently to overcome in-
completeness? (Indeed, later in the chapter we introduce anadditional proof rule,
and it will turn out to be very useful.)

Nonetheless, no such strengthening of our deductive apparatus can eliminate
frame incompleteness. Why is this? Ultimately it boils downto something we
learned in Chapter 3: frame consequence is an essentially a second-order relation.
Moreover, as we discussed in the Notes to Chapter 3, it is a very strong relation
indeed: strong enough to simulate the standard second-order consequence rela-
tion. Frame incompleteness results reflect the fact that (over frames) modal logic
is second order logic in disguise.

There are many incomplete logics. Indeed, if anything, incomplete logics are
the norm. An analogy may be helpful. When differential calculus is first encoun-
tered, most students have rather naive ideas about functions and continuity; poly-
nomials, and other simple functions familiar from basic physics, are taken to be
typical of all real-valued functions. The awakening comes with the study of anal-
ysis. Here the student encounters such specimens as everywhere-continuous but
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nowhere-differentiable functions — and comes to see that the familiar functions
are actually abnormally well-behaved. The situation is much the same in modal
logic. The logics of interest to philosophers — logics such as T, S4 andS5 —
were the first to be semantically characterized using frames. It is tempting to be-
lieve that such logics are typical, but they are actually fairly docile creatures; the
lattice of normal logics contains far wilder inhabitants.

The significance of the incompleteness results depends on one’s goals. Logi-
cians interested in applications are likely to focus on certain intended classes of
models, and completeness results for these classes. Beyondproviding a salutary
warning about the folly of jumping to hasty generalizations, incompleteness results
are usually of little direct significance here. On the other hand, for those whose pri-
mary interest is syntactically driven completeness results, the results could hardly
be more significant: they unambiguously show the inadequacyof frame-based clas-
sifications. Unsurprisingly, this has had considerable impact on the study of modal
logic. For a start, it lead to a rebirth of interest in alternative tools — and in partic-
ular, to the renaissance ofalgebraic semantics, which we will study in Chapter 5.
Moreover, it has lead modal logicians to study new types of questions. Let us
consider some of the research themes that have emerged.

One response has been to look for general syntactic constraints on axioms which
guarantee canonicity. The most elegant such result is the Sahlqvist Completeness
Theorem, which we have already discussed. A second responsehas been to investi-
gate the interplay between completeness, canonicity, and correspondence. Typical
of the questions that can be posed is the following:If A1; : : : ; An are axioms that
define an elementary class of frames, isKA1 : : :An frame complete?(In fact,
the answer here isno — as the reader is asked to show in Exercise 4.4.3.) The
most significant positive result that has emerged from this line of enquiry is the
following:

Theorem 4.50 If F is a first-order definable class of frames, then�F is canonical.

Again, we prove this in Chapter 5 using algebraic tools (see Theorem 5.56). Tanta-
lizingly, at the time of writing the status of the converse was unknown: If a normal
modal logic� is canonical, then there is a first-order definable class of framesF
such that� = �F. This conjecture seems plausible, but neither proof nor coun-
terexample has been found.

A third response has been to examine particular classes of normal modal log-
ics more closely. The entire lattice may have undesirable properties — but many
sub-regions are far better behaved. We will examine a particularly well-behaved
sub-region (namely, the normal logics extendingS4.3) in the final section of this
chapter.

This concludes our survey of basic completeness theory. Thenext four sections
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(all of which are on the basic track) explore the following issue: how are we to
prove completeness results when we need to build a model thathas a property for
which no formula is canonical? Some readers may prefer to skip this for now and
go straight on to the following chapter. This discusses completeness, canonicity
and correspondence from analgebraicperspective.

Exercises for Section 4.4
4.4.1 Recall that any normal modal logic that has the finite model property also has the
finite frame property. What are the consequences of this for incomplete normal modal
logics?

4.4.2 The logicKvB consists of all formulas valid on the general frameJ. The domainJ
of J is N [ f!; !+1g (the set of natural numbers together with two further points), andR
is defined byRxy iff x 6= ! + 1 andy < x or x = ! + 1 andy = !. (The frame(J;R)
is shown in Figure 6.2 in Chapter 6.)A, the collection of subsets ofJ admissible inJ,
consists of allX � J such that eitherX is finite and! 62 X , orX is co-finite and! 2 X .

(a) Show that23(>)! 2(2(2p! p)! p) is valid onJ.
(b) Show that on anyframeon which the previous formula is valid,23(>) ! 2(?)

is valid too.
(c) Show that23(>)! 2(?) is not valid onJ.
(d) Conclude thatKvB is incomplete.

4.4.3 Consider the formulas (T)p! 3p, (M) 23p! 32p, (E)3(3p^2q)! 2(3p_2p) and (Q)(3p ^ 2(p ! 2p) ! p. Let� denote the normal modal logic axiomatized
by these formulas.

(a) Prove thatE corresponds to the following first-order formula:8xy1y2 ((Rxy1 ^Rxy2)! (8z (Ry1z ! Ry2z) _ 8z (Ry2z ! Ry1z))).
(b) Prove that within the class of frames validating both T and M, Q defines the frames

satisfying the conditionR� � R� (that is, ifRst then there is finite path back fromt to s).
(c) Prove that the conjunction of the four axioms defines the class of frames with a

trivial accessibility relation — that is,T^M^E^Q corresponds to8xy (Rxy $x = y). (Hint: consider the effect of the McKinsey formula on the frames satisfying
the conditionR� � R�.)

(d) Consider the so-calledveiled recession frame(N; R;A), whereN is the set of natu-
ral numbers,Rmn holds iffm � n+1 andA is the collection of finite and co-finite
subsets ofN. Show that all four axioms are valid on this general frame, but that the
formulap! 2p can be refuted.

(e) Conclude that� is incomplete, although it defines an elementary class of frames.
(f) Does this contradict Theorem 4.50?

4.4.4 Given a classK of frames, let�(K) = �K denote the setf� j F  � for all F in K g
and given a logic�, letFr(�) denote the class of frames on which� is valid.

(a) Show that the operations� andFr form a so-calledGalois connection. That is,
prove that for all classesK and logics�:� � �(K) iff K � Fr(�):
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(b) What does it mean for a logic� if � = �(Fr(�))? (Give an example of a logic for
which it doesnothold.)

(c) What does it mean for a frame classK if K = Fr(�(K))? (Give an example of a
frame class for which it doesnot hold.)

4.5 Transforming the Canonical Model

What is the modal logic of partial orders? And what is the tense logic of strict
total orders? Such questions bring us face to face with the fundamental problem
confronting semantically driven completeness results. Partial orders areantisym-
metric, and strict total orders areirreflexive. No modal formula defines either prop-
erty, and (as the reader probably suspects) no formula is canonical for them either.
Thus, to answer either question, we need to build a model for which we lack a
canonical formula — and hence we will need to expand our repertoire of model
building techniques. This is the main goal of the present section and the three that
follow.

In this section we explore a particularly natural strategy:transforming the canon-
ical model. Although a canonical model may lack some desiredproperties, it does
get a lot of things right. Perhaps it is possible to reshape it, transforming it into
a model with all the desired properties? We have done this once already, though
in a very simple way: in the completeness proof forK tQ (see Theorem 4.41 and
surrounding discussion) we formed a point-generated submodel of the canonical
model to ensure trichotomy. Here we will study two more sophisticated transfor-
mations —unravelingand bulldozing— and use them to answer the questions
with which this section began.

It seems plausible thatS4is the modal logic of partial orders: Theorem 4.29 tells
us thatS4 is complete with respect to the class of reflexive transitiveframes (that
is, preorders) and there don’t seem to be any modal formulas we could add toS4
to reflect antisymmetry. Furthermore, it seems reasonable to hope that we could
prove this using some sort of model transformation: as everyS4-consistent set of
formulas can be satisfied on a preorder, and as we know that modal languages are
blind to antisymmetry (at least as far as frame definability is concerned) maybe we
can find a way of transforming any satisfying preorder into a partial order without
affecting satisfiability? (It’s worth stressing that this informal line of argument is
not a proof; it’s intended solely to motivate the work that follows.)

A transformation calledunravelingwill enable us do this. Indeed, unraveling
will let us prove the stronger result thatS4 is complete with respect to the class of
reflexive and transitive trees. (This will be useful in Chapter 6 when we discuss
decidability). We briefly discussed unraveling in Chapter 2, where we used it to
show that modal logic has the tree property (see Proposition2.15). Informally,
given any model, unraveling builds a new model, whose pointsarepathsof the
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Fig. 4.1. A model and its unraveling

original model. That is, transition sequences in the original model are explicitly
represented as states in the unraveled model. More precisely:

Definition 4.51 (Unraveling)Let (W;R) be a frame generated by some pointw 2W . Theunravelingof (W;R) aroundw is the frame( ~W; ~R) where:

(i) ~W is the set of all finite sequences(w;w1; : : : ; wn) such thatw1; : : : ; wn 2W andRww1; : : : ; Rwn�1wn, and
(ii) If ~s1; ~s2 2 ~W , then ~R~s1~s2 if there is somev 2W such that~s1 + (v) = ~s2,

where + denotes sequence concatenation.

If M = (W;R; V ) is a model and( ~W; ~R) is the unraveling of(W;R) aroundw,
then we define the valuation~V on ( ~W; ~R) as follows:~V (p) = f(w;w1; : : : ; wn) 2 ~W j wn 2 V (p)g
The model~M = ( ~W; ~R; ~V ) is called the unraveling ofM aroundw. a
A simple example is given in Figure 4.1. As this example suggests (and as the
reader should check) unraveling any frame around a generating pointw yields an
irreflexive, intransitive, andasymmetricframe. Indeed, note that unraveled frames
aretrees: the root node is the sequence(w), and the relation~R is just the familiar
(immediate) successor (or daughter-of) relation on trees.

Lemma 4.52 Let ~M = ( ~W; ~R; ~V ) be the unraveling ofM = (W;R; V ) aroundw. Then(W;R) is a bounded morphic image of( ~W; ~R), andM is a bounded
morphic image of~M.

Proof. Let f : ~W ! W be defined byf(w;w1; : : : ; wn) = wn. It is easy to see
thatf is surjective, has the back and forth property, and that for any ~s 2 ~W , ~s andf(~s) satisfy the same propositional variables.a
A simple corollary is thatanysatisfiable set of formulas is satisfiable on a (irreflex-
ive, intransitive, and asymmetric) tree: for if a set of formulas is satisfiable, it is
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satisfiable on a point-generated model (take the submodel generated by the satis-
fying point), hence by unraveling we have the result. It follows thatK is (strongly)
complete with respect to this class of models.

But our real interest isS4. How do we use unraveling to make thepartially or-
deredmodels we require for the completeness result? In the most obvious way
possible: we simply take the reflexive transitive closures of unraveled models.
More precisely, suppose we unravelM around some generating pointw to obtain( ~W; ~R; ~V ). Now consider the modelM� = ( ~W;R�; ~V ) whereR� is the reflexive
transitive closure of~R. Trivially, M� is anS4 model. Moreover, as( ~W; ~R) is a
tree, ( ~W;R�) is anantisymmetricframe. Indeed, it is areflexive and transitive
tree, for R� is simply the familiar dominates (or ancestor-of) relationon trees. So
only one question remains: isM a bounded morphic image ofM�? In general,no.
But if the modelM we started with was itself reflexive and transitive,yes:

Lemma 4.53 LetM = (W;R; V ) be a reflexive transitive model generated by
somew 2 W , and let( ~W; ~R; ~V ) be the unraveling ofM aroundw. LetR� be the
reflexive transitive closure of~R, and defineM� to be( ~W;R�; ~V ). ThenM is a
bounded morphic image ofM�.
Proof. It is easy to see that the functionf defined in Lemma 4.52 remains the
required bounded morphism; as far as surjectivity, the backproperty, and the dis-
tribution of proposition letters are concerned, nothing has changed. We only have
to check that taking the reflexive transitive closure of~R does not harm the forth
property. But, asR is itself reflexive and transitive, the forth property survives. a
Theorem 4.54 S4is strongly complete with respect to the class of partially or-
dered reflexive and transitive trees.

Proof. If � is anS4-consistent set of formulas, and�+ is anS4-MCS extending�, thenMS4; �+  �. Moreover, as theS4 axioms are canonical,MS4 is a
reflexive transitive model. We now transform this model intothe required partial
order in two steps.

Step 1. Let MS be the submodel ofMS4 generated by�+. Clearly this is a
reflexive, transitive, point-generated model such thatMS ; �+  �.

Step 2. LetM� = ( ~W;R�; ~V ) be the reflexive transitive closure of the unraveling
ofMS around�+.

By Lemma 4.53,MS is a bounded morphic image ofM� underf , hence for all
sequences~s 2 f�1[�℄, we haveM�; ~s  �, and by the surjectivity off there is at
least one such~s. Hence we have satisfied� on a reflexive and transitive tree.a
The previous proof could be summed up as follows: we found a way to use the in-
formation in a canonical modelindirectly. The canonical model forS4did not have
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the structure we wanted — nonetheless, we successfully tapped into the informa-
tion it contained via a short sequence of bisimulations (M� hadMS as a bounded
morphic image, andMS was a generated submodel ofMS4).

Unraveling is an intrinsicallyglobal transformation that can change a model’s
geometry drastically. This is in sharp contrast to the transformation we will now ex-
amine —bulldozing— which works locally, and (in spite of its name) rather more
gently. We will use bulldozing to answer the second of the questions posed above.
Recall that astrict total order (STO) is a relation that is transitive, trichotomous
andirreflexive. The class of strict total orders contains such important structures as(N; <), (Z; <), (Q ; <), and(R; <) (the natural numbers, the integers, the rationals
and the reals in their usual order) and is widely used to modelvarious temporal
phenomena. What is its tense logic?

Once again, it is not hard to find a plausible candidate:K t4:3, the tense logic
generated by 4, .3l and .3r, seems the only reasonable candidate. For a start,K t4:3
is strongly complete with respect to the class ofweaktotal orders. (To see this,
observe that the axioms are canonical for transitivity and non-branching. Hence
any point generated submodelMS of the canonical model is transitive and tri-
chotomous, and the completeness result is immediate.) Moreover, there simply are
no other plausible axioms — in particular, irreflexivity is not definable. Has this
(somewhat dangerous) line of reasoning led to the right answer? Let us see.

If we could find a way of transforming weakly linear models into strictly linear
models we would have the desired completeness result. Note that unraveling won’t
help — it would turn the weak total order into a tree, thus destroying trichotomy.
If only we could find a method which replaced the undesirable parts of the model
with some suitableSTO, and left the good parts untouched: then trichotomy would
not be affected, and we would have assembled the required strict total order. Bull-
dozing is a way of doing this. The first step is to pin down what the ‘undesirable’
parts of weak total orders are. The obvious response is ‘reflexive points’ — but
while this isn’t exactly wrong, it misses the crucial insight. The entities we really
need to think about areclusters, introduced in Chapter 2. We repeat the definition:

Definition 4.55 Let (T;R) be a transitive frame. Aclusteron (T;R) is a subsetC of T that is a maximal equivalence relation underR. That is, the restriction ofR to C is an equivalence relation, and this isnot the case for any other subsetD
of T such thatC � D. A cluster issimpleif it consists of a single reflexive point,
andproper if it contains more than one point. When we say that a model contains
clusters, we mean that its underlying frame does.a
The point is this: we should not think in terms of removing isolated reflexive points;
rather, we should remove entire clusters at one stroke. (Intuitively, the information
in a cluster is information that ‘belongs together’.) Any transitive trichotomous
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frame can be thought of as a strictly totally ordered collection of clusters (cf. Exer-
cise 1.1.1). If we could remove each cluster as a single chunk, and replace it with
something equivalent, we would have performed a local modeltransformation.

So the key question is: what should we replace clusters with?Clearly some sort
of STO — but how can we do this in a truth preserving way? Note that anyclusterC, even a simple one, introduces an infinity of information recurrence in both the
forward and backward directions: we can follow paths withinC, moving forwards
and backwards, for as long as we please. Thus, when we replacea clusterC with a
STO, we must ensure that theSTO duplicates all the information inC infinitely of-
ten, in both directions. Bulldozing does precisely this in astraightforward way. We
simply impose a strict total order on the cluster (that is, wepick some path through
the cluster that visits each point once and only once) and then lay out infinitely
many copies of this path in both the forward and backward direction. We then re-
place the cluster by the infinite repetition of the chosen path. We have squashed
the clusters down into infinitely longSTOs — hence the name ‘bulldozing’.

Theorem 4.56 Kt4.3 is strongly complete with respect to the class of strict total
orders.

Proof. Let � be aK t4.3-consistent set of formulas; expand it to aK t4.3-MCS�+. Let M = (T;R; V ) be the canonical model forK t4.3. By the canonicity
of the axioms,M is transitive and non-branching. LetMS = (S;RS ; V S) be the
submodel ofM generated by�+;MS is a transitive and trichotomous model such
thatMS ; �+  �. ButMS may contain clusters, which we will bulldoze away.

Step 1. Index the clusters inMS by some suitable setI.
Step 2. Define an arbitrary strict total order<i on each clusterCi.
Step 3. DefineC[i to beCi � Z. (Z is the set of integers.)
Step 4. DefineB, the set underlying the bulldozed model, to beS� [ Si2I C[i ,

whereS� is the set(S nSi2I Ci) of pointsnot belonging to any cluster.
Step 5. Define a mapping� : B ! S by: �(b) = b, if b 2 S�; and�(b) = s, ifb = (s; z).
Step 6. Define an ordering<b onB by b <b b0 iff

either (b 2 S� or b0 2 S�) and�(b)RS�(b0);
or b = (s; z) andb0 = (s0; z0) and

either s ands0 belong to distinct clusters and�(b)RS�(b0);
or s ands0 belong to the same cluster andz <Z z0 (where<Z is

the usual ordering on the integers);
or s ands0 belong to the same clusterCi andz = z0 and s <i s0.

Step 7. Define a valuationV b on (B;<b) by b 2 V (p) iff �(b) 2 V S(p).
Step 8. DefineMB , the bulldozed model, to be(B;<b; V b).
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We now make the following claims:

Claim 1. The mapping� is a surjective bounded morphism from(B;<b) to(S;RS), and the modelMS is a bounded morphic image ofMB under�.

Claim 2. (B;<b) is a strict total order.

Proving these claims is a matter of checking the definitions;we leave this to the
reader as Exercise 4.5.5. With this done, the theorem is immediate. By Claim 1,
for any b 2 ��1(�+) we haveMB ; b  �, and since� is surjective, there is at
least one suchb. ThusB is a model of�, and by Claim 2 it has the structure we
want. a
Although it works more locally, like unraveling, bulldozing is a way of using the
information in canonical modelsindirectly. Indeed, like unraveling, it accesses
the information in the relevant canonical model via a sequence of bisimulations:
the final modelMB hadMS as a bounded morphic image, andMS in turn was a
generated submodel ofM.

Bulldozing is a flexible method. For example, we’re not forced to defineC[i to
beCi � Z; any unboundedSTO would do. Moreover, if we used areflexivetotal
order (for example(Z;�)) instead, we could prove analogous completeness results
for reflexive total orders; for example, the reader is asked to show in Exercise 4.5.6
that St4:3 is the logic of this class of frames. Moreover, for modal languages,
we only need to ensure infinite information repetition in theforward direction, so
structures such as(N ; <) and(N;�) suffice.

But there are more interesting variations. For example, instead of simply order-
ing the points in the cluster, one canembedthe cluster in some suitable total order,
and work with its embedded image instead. By embedding the clusters in adense
set, it is possible to build dense totally order ordered models. And by combining
such ideas with other transformations (notably filtrations) the method can be used
to prove many classic completeness results of modal and tense logics.

Model manipulation methods, and completeness proofs making use of them,
abound. Further examples are mentioned in the Notes, but it is not remotely possi-
ble to be encyclopedic: such methods trade on specific insights into the geometry
of relational structures, and this gives rise to a wide variety of variants and com-
binations. The reader should certainly be familiar with such methods — they are
often simple to adapt to specific problems — but it is just as important to appreci-
ate the general point that has emerged from our discussion: even if the canonical
model is not quite what we need, it can still be extremely useful. The following
section further explores this theme.

Exercises for Section 4.5
4.5.1 K is complete with respect to the class of irreflexive frames. Unraveling shows this,
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but there is a much simpler transformation proof. (Hint: given a modelM, tinker with the
disjoint union ofM with itself.)

4.5.2 Formulate the unraveling method for modal languages containing two diamonds.
Then formulate the method in such a way that bidirectional frames unravel into bidirec-
tional frames.

4.5.3 Consider a similarity type� with one binary operatorM. Call a� -frameF = (W;T )
acyclic if the binary relationR = f(s; t) 2 W 2 j Tstu or Tsut for someu 2 Wg is
acyclic (that is to say,R+ is irreflexive). Prove that the basic modal logicK� is strongly
sound and complete with respect to the class of acyclic frames.

4.5.4 Show that the canonical model forKtQ contains proper clusters.

4.5.5 Prove Claims1 and2 of Theorem 4.56.

4.5.6 Let K tQT be the smallest normal temporal logic containing bothK tQ andp! Fp.
Show, using a light bulldozing argument, thatK tQT is strongly complete with respect to
the class of all dense unbounded reflexive total orders.

4.6 Step-by-step

Three main ideas underly the step-by-step method:

(i) Don’t consider the entire canonical model to be the key ingredient of a
completeness proof. Rather, think ofselections ofMCSs from the canonical
modelas the basic building blocks.

(ii) The standard way of proving completeness is by constructing a model for
a consistent set of formulas. Take the term ‘constructing’ as literally as
possible: break it down into a sequence of steps.

(iii) Putting the first two observations together, think of the construction of a
model as the stepwise selection of the neededMCSs. More precisely, think
of the model construction process as approaching a limit viaa sequence
of ever better approximations, using local configurations of the canonical
model to make improvements at each step of the construction.

The method gives us enormous control over the models we build, and even at this
stage it’s easy to see why. First, we do not have to worry aboutunpleasant features
of the canonical model (such as clusters) since we only work with selections of
the information that canonical structures contain. Furthermore, as we select our
information one step at a time, we obtain an iron grip on what ends up in the
model.

To illustrate the method’s potential, we use it to prove thatthe logicKtQ de-
fined in Definition 4.40 is strongly complete with respect to(Q ; <). In what fol-
lows, consistency meansKtQ-consistency, andM (= (T ; R; V ) is this logic’s
canonical model. Furthermore we fix a maximal consistent set�; the goal of our
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proof is to construct a modelM = (T;<; V ) for � such that(T;<) is an ordering
which is isomorphic to(Q ; <). At each step of the construction we will be dealing
with an approximation ofM consisting of a strictly ordered finite set of points (that
will ultimately end up) inT and for each of these, the set of all formulas that we
want to be the point’s modal type (that is, the set of formulasholding at the point).

Definition 4.57 A networkis a tripleN = (N;R; �) such thatR is a binary re-
lation on the setN , and� is a labeling function mapping each point inN to a
maximal consistent set.a
We are not interested in networks that are blatantly faulty as approximations of our
desired model. For example, we wantR to be a strict total ordering. Moreover,
whenever a formula is in the label set of a points, thenF should be in�(t) for
anyt with Rts. Such requirements lead to the following definition.

Definition 4.58 A networkN = (N;<; �) is coherentif it satisfies:

(C1) < is a strict total ordering,
(C2) �(s)R�(t) for all s; t 2 N such thats < t.
A network for� is a network such that� is the label set of some node.a
C1 and C2 are the minimal requirements for a network to be useful to us; note that
both requirements areuniversal. (C2 is equivalent to the requirement that ifs < t
thenF� 2 �(s) for all � 2 �(t) andP� 2 �(t) for all � 2 �(s).) But if a network
is to really resemble a model, it must also satisfy certainexistentialrequirements.

Definition 4.59 A networkN = (N;<; �) is saturatedif it satisfies:

(S1) R is unbounded to the left and to the right,
(S2) R is dense,
(S3) N is modally saturated. That is, we demand that (F) ifF 2 �(s) for somes 2 N , then there is somet 2 N such thatRst and 2 �(t), and (P) ifP 2 �(s) for somes 2 N , then there is somet 2 N such thatRts and 2 �(t).
A network isperfectif it is both coherent and saturated.a
We want networks to give rise to models. Let’s now check that we have imposed
sufficiently many criteria on networks to achieve this.

Definition 4.60 Let N = (N;R; �) be a network. The frameFN = (N;R) the
underlying frameof N . The induced valuationVN on F is defined byVN (p) =fs 2 N j p 2 �(s)g. The structureIN = (FN ; VN ) is theinduced model. a
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The following lemma shows that our definition of perfection is the right one.

Lemma 4.61 (Truth Lemma)LetN be a countably infinite perfect network. Then
for all formulas , and all nodess in N ,IN ; s   iff  2 �(s):
Moreover,FN is isomorphic to the ordering of the rational numbers.

Proof. The first part of the proof is by induction on the degree of . The base case
is clear from the definition of the induced valuation, and thesteps for the booleans
are straightforward. As for the modal operators, the coherency ofN drives the left
to right implication through, and saturation takes care of the other direction.

Finally, the underlying frame of a perfect network must be a dense, unbounded,
strict total ordering. Hence, if it is countably infinite, itmust be isomorphic to(Q ; <) by Cantor’s Theorem. (Readers unfamiliar with this theoremshould try
to prove this classic result from first principles. The standard proof builds up the
isomorphism using a step-by-step argument!)a
It follows from Lemma 4.61 that we have reduced the task of finding a model for
our MCS� to the quest for a countable, perfect network for�. And now we arrive
at the heart of the step-by-step method: the crucial idea is that each witness to
the imperfection of a coherent network can be removed, one step at a time. Such
witnesses will be calleddefects. There are three kinds of defect: each corresponds
to a violation of a saturation condition.

Definition 4.62 LetN = (N;R; �) be a network. An S1-defect ofN consists of
a nodes 2 N that has no successor, or no predecessor; an S2-defect is a pair (s; t)
of nodes for which there is no intermediate point. An S3-defect consists of (F) a
nodes and a formulaF 2 �(s) for which there is not in N such thatRst and 2 �(t), or (P) a nodes and a formulaP 2 �(s) for which there is not in N
such thatRts and 2 �(t). a
Now we need to say more what it to repair a defect. To make this precise, we need
the notion of one networkextendinganother.

Definition 4.63 Let N0 andN1 be two networks. We say thatN1 extendsN0 ifFN0 is a subframe ofFN1 and�0 agrees with�1 onN0. a
The key lemma of this (or for that matter, any) step-by-step proof states that any
defect of a finite coherent network can be repaired. More precisely:

Lemma 4.64 (Repair Lemma) For any defect of a finite, coherent networkN
there is a finite, coherentN 0 �N lacking this defect.
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Proof. Let N = (N;<; �) be a finite, coherent network and assume thatN has
some defect. We prove the Lemma by showing that all three types of defect can be
removed.

S1-defects.
These are left as an exercise to the reader.

S2-defects.
Assume that there are nodess andt in N for which there is no intermediate point.

How should we repair this defect? The basic idea is simple: just throw in a
new point betweens andt, and find an appropriate label for it. This can be done
easily, since it follows by coherence ofN that �(s)R�(t), and by canonicity of
the density axiom that there is someMCS � such that�(s)R�R�(t). Hence,
take somenewnodeu (new in the sense thatu 62 N ) and defineN 0 = (N 0; <0; � 0)
by N 0 := N [ fug;<0 := < [ f(x; u) j x � sg [ f(u; x) j t � xg;� 0 := � [ f(u; � )g:
It is clear thatN 0 is a network that does not suffer from the old defect. But isN 0
coherent? Condition C1 is almost immediate by the definition, so we concentrate
on C2. Letx andy be two arbitrary nodes inN 0 such thatx <0 y; we have to check
that�(x)R�(y). Now, as<0 is irreflexive,x andy are distinct. Moreover, there
can only be a problem if one of the nodes is the new pointu; assume thaty = u
(the other case is similar). Ify = s then we have� 0(y)R� 0(u) by our assumption
on� , so suppose thaty 6= s. By definition of<0 and the fact that there are no old
nodes betweens andt, this means thaty < s, so by the coherency ofN we have
that�(y)R�(s). Hence, it follows by the transitivity ofR that�(y)R� ; but then
it is immediate by the definition of� 0 that� 0(y)R� 0(u).
S3-defects.
We only treat the P-defects; the case for F-defects follows by symmetry. Assume
that there is a nodes in N and a formulaP in �(s) for which there is not in N
such thatt < s and 2 �(t).

Again, the basic strategy is simple: we insert a new points0 into the network
(befores!) and choose an adequate label for it; this has to be a maximalconsistent
set containing and preceding�(s) in the preorderR. But whereshoulds0 be
inserted? If we are not careful we will destroy the coherencyof N . The following
maneuver (which takes advantage of the fact thatFN is a finite STO) overcomes
the difficulty.

Letm be the unique point inN such that (1)(m;P ) is an S3-defect inN , and
(2) for all w < m, (w;P ) is not a defect. Such anm must exist (it is eithers
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itself, or one of the finitely many points precedings) and, as we will see, we can
repair(m;P ) without problems by simply inserting the new points0 immediately
beforem. Repairing this minimal defect automatically repairs the defect(s; P ).

Choose some new points0 (that is,s0 62 S) and let	 be anMCS containing 
such that	R�(m); such a	 exists by the Existence Lemma for normal logics.
DefineN 0 = (N 0; <0; � 0) as follows.N 0 := N [ fs0g<0 := < [ f(x; s0) j x < mg [ f(s0; x) j m � xg� 0 := f [ f(s0; 	)g
Observe thatFN 0 is a strict total order, and thatN 0 doesnot contain the defect(s; P ). It only remains to ensure thatN 0 satisfies the second coherency condition.

Consider two nodesx; y 2 N 0 such thatx <0 y. Again, the only cases worth
checking are when eitherx or y is the new points0. If we havex = s0 we are in a
similar situation as in the case of S2-defects, so we do not gointo details here.

Hence, assume thaty = s0. By construction�(s0) = 	R�(m), and by the
coherency ofN , �(x)R�(m). But R is the canonical relation forKtQ — a
relation with no branching to the left — hence either	R�(x), 	 = �(x) or�(x)R	 . We claim that the first two options are impossible. For, if	R�(x) then 2 	 would imply thatP 2 �(x) and this contradicts the minimality ofm; and
if 	 = �(x), then 2 �(x) would mean that(s; P ) was not a defect in the first
place! We conclude that�(u)R	 , which establishes coherence.a
With both the Truth Lemma for Induced Models and the Repair Lemma at our
disposal, we can prove the desired strong completeness result. The idea is straight-
forward. We start with a singleton network and extend it step-by-step to larger
(but finite) networks by repeated use of the Repair Lemma. We obtain the required
perfect network by taking the union of our sequence of networks.

Theorem 4.65KtQ is strongly complete with respect to(Q ; <).
Proof. Choose some setS = fsi j i 2 !g (we will use its elements to build the
required frame) and enumerate the set of potential defects (that is, the union of the
setsS, S � S andS � fF; Pg � Form). Given a consistent set of formulas�,
expand it to anMCS�0. LetN0 be the network(fs0g;?; (s0; �0)). Trivially, N0
is a finite, coherent network for�0.

Let n � 0 and supposeNn is a finite, coherent network. LetD be the defect ofNn that is minimal in our enumeration. Such aD exists, since any finite network
must at least have S1- and S2-defects. FormNn+1 by repairing the defectD as
described in the proof of the Repair Lemma. Observe thatD will not be a defect
of any network extendingNn.
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LetN = (N;<; �) be given byN = [n2!Nn; < = [n2!<n; and � = [n2! �n:
It is easy to see thatFN is a strict total order. Moreover, as we chose the points inN from a countably infinite set,N is countable.

It should be intuitively clear thatN is perfect, but the actual proof has to take
care of a subtlety. Suppose thatN is not perfect; letD be the minimal (according
to our enumeration) defect ofN , sayD = Dk. By our construction, there must
be an approximationNi of N of whichD is also a defect. Note thatD neednot
be the minimal defect ofNi — this is the subtlety. Fortunately, there can be at
mostk defects that are more urgent, soD will be repaired before stagek+ i of the
construction.

Finally, by the perfection ofN it follows from Lemma 4.61 that the induced
modelIN satisfies� ats0. a
The step-by-step method is one of the most versatile tools atthe modal logician’s
disposal: a wide variety of results in modal and tense logic have been using this
method, it is the tool of choice for many stronger modal systems such as Arrow
Logic and Since-Until logic, and we will make use of step-by-step arguments when
we discuss rules for the undefinable in the following section. We urge the reader to
experiment with it. A good starting point is Exercise 4.6.1.

Exercises for Section 4.6
4.6.1 Consider a modal language with three diamonds31, 32 and33. Give a complete
axiomatization for the class of framesF = (W;R1; R2; R3) satisfyingR3 = R1 \ R2.
4.6.2 Consider, for a modal language with two diamonds30 and31, the normal modal
logic (S5)2 axiomatized byS5 axioms for both diamonds, and the commutativity axiom3031p $ 3130p. Prove that this logic is complete for the class of square frames. A
square frame for this language is of the formF = (W;R0; R1) where for some setU we
have W = U2;Rist iff si = ti:
Hint: take as approximations networks of the form(N; �) where� is a labeling mapping
pairsoverN to maximal consistent sets.

4.6.3 Consider a similarity type� with one binary operatorÆ, as in arrow logic. Call a� -frameF = (W;T ) a relativized squareif W is some collection of pairs over a base setU , andT �W 3 satisfiesTstu iff s0 = t0, t1 = u0 ands1 = u1.
(a) Prove that the basic modal logicK� is strongly sound and complete with respect to

the class of relativized squares.
(b) Try to axiomatize the logic of the class of frames(W;R) in whichW is as above,

butT satisfiesTstu iff s0 = t1, t0 = u andu0 = s1.
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4.7 Rules for the Undefinable

In the previous two sections we proved semantically driven completeness results
by using standard canonical models indirectly. The presentsection takes a rather
different approach: we enrich the deductive system with a special proof rule, and
consider a special (not necessarily generated) submodel ofthe canonical model for
this new logic. The submodel that we study contains only special distinguishing(or
witnessing) MCSs. The completeness proof shows that this new canonical model
has all the good properties of the original, and that, in addition, it is already in
the right shape. We will make use of ideas introduced in our discussion of the
step-by-step method in the previous section (in particular, the concept of a defect).

The running example in this section will (again) be the tenselogic of dense un-
bounded strict total orderings. Recall that the difficulty when working with this
logic is that there is no axiom ensuring the irreflexivity of the canonical frame —
we have all the other required properties: point generated submodels of the can-
didate logicKtQ are transitive, trichotomous, dense, and unbounded. Now, in
previous sections we achieved irreflexivity indirectly: either we bulldozed away
clusters, or we used the canonical model forKtQ to induce a model on a care-
fully constructed irreflexive frame. In this section we willconstruct a canonical
frame that is transitive, non-branching, denseand irreflexiveright from the start.
Indeed, if we work with a countably infinite language, every point generated sub-
frame of this canonical model will be countable, and hence (by Cantor’s Theorem)
isomorphic to(Q ; <).

The starting point of the enterprise is that irreflexivity, although not definable in
basic modal languages,canbe characterized in an alternative sense:

If a temporal formula is satisfiable on an irreflexive frame, then for any
proposition letterp not occurring in , the conjunction(:Pp^ p^:Fp)^ 
is also satisfiable on that frame.

For, if F; V; s   , thenF; V 0; s  (:Pp ^ p ^ :Fp) ^  , whereV 0 is just likeV
except that it assigns the singletonfsg to p. The condition thatp does not occur in is crucial here: it ensures that changing the set assigned top does not affect the
satisfaction of .

Now, by taking the contrapositive of the above statement, weturn it into a proof
rule:

(IRR) if ` (:Pp ^ p ^ :Fp)! � then` �, providedp does not occur in�.

We have just seen that this rule is sound on the class of irreflexive frames. More-
over, note that on the class of strict total orders the formula (:P� ^ � ^ :F�) is
true at some states iff s is theonly state where� holds (we need trichotomy and
transitivity to guarantee this). That is, the formula:P�^�^:F� acts as a sort of
‘name’ for the satisfying point. Call this formulaname(�). Bearing these remarks
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in mind, let us now see how adding this rule is of any help in proving the desired
completeness result.

Definition 4.66 The logicKtQ+ is obtained by adding toKtQ the irreflexivity
rule IRR. In what follows, consistency meansKtQ+-consistency,̀ � means that� is provable inKtQ+, and so on. The canonical model forKtQ+ is denoted byM, the canonical relation byR. a
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving completeness of the proof sys-
temKtQ+ with respect to(Q ; <). Of course theresult is not surprising: we have
already seen that plain oldKtQ is strongly complete with respect to(Q ; <). It
is themethodthat is important: rules such asIRR give us a way of forming more
cleanly structured canonical models.

Our goal is to construct an irreflexive version of the canonical model forKtQ+.
The basic idea is to work only with specialwitnessingMCSs:

Definition 4.67 A maximal consistent model is called witnessing if it contains a
formula of the formname(�). a
Why are these witnessingMCSs so interesting? Well, suppose that we are dealing
with a collectionW of witnessing maximal consistent sets. This collection induces
a model in the obvious way: the relation is just the canonicalaccessibility relation
restricted toW and likewise for the valuation. Now suppose that we can provea
Truth Lemma for this model; that is, suppose we can show that ‘truth and mem-
bership coincide’ for formulas andMCSs. It is then immediate that the underlying
relation of the model is irreflexive:name(�) 2 � implies� 2 � andF� 62 � .

This is all very well, but it is obvious that we cannot just throw away non-
witnessingMCSs from the canonical model without paying a price. How can we
be sure that we did not throw away too manyMCSs? An examination of the stan-
dard canonical completeness proof reveals that there are two spots where claims
are made concerning the existence of certainMCSs.

(i) There is the Existence Lemma, which is needed to prove theTruth Lemma.
In our case, whenever the formulaF� is an element of one of our witness-
ing MCSs (� , say) then there must be awitnessing� such that�R� and� 2 �. But if � is witnessing, then there is someÆ with name(Æ) 2 �;
it follows from the definition of the canonical accessibility relation thatF (� ^ name(Æ)) 2 � . This shows that it will not do to just take the
witnessingMCSs: the Existence Lemma requires stronger saturation condi-
tions onMCSs, namely that wheneverF� 2 � , then there is someÆ such
thatF (� ^ name(Æ)) 2 � too.

(ii) If there are axioms in the logic that are canonical for some property with
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existential import, how can we make sure that the trimmed down version
of the canonical model still validates these properties? Examples are the
formulas32p ! 23p, or, in the present case, the density axiom. The
point is that from the density of the standard canonical frame we may not
infer that its subframe formed by witnessingMCSs is dense as well: why
should there be awitnessingMCS between two witnessingMCSs?

These two kinds of problems will be taken care of in two different ways. We first
deal with the Existence Lemma. To start with, let us see how sets of MCSs give
rise to models — the alternative versions of the canonical model that we already
mentioned.

Definition 4.68 Let W be a set of maximal consistent sets of formulas. DefineMjW to be the submodel of the canonical model induced byW ; that is,MjW =(W;R; V ) whereR is the relationR restricted toW , andV is the canonical
relation restricted toW . a
Obviously, we are only interested in such models for which wecan prove a Truth
Lemma. The following definition gives a sufficient conditionfor that.

Definition 4.69 A setW of maximal consistent sets is calleddiamond saturatedif
it satisfies the requirement that for each� 2 W and each formulaF 2 � there
is a set	 2W such that�R	 and 2 	 , and the analogous condition holds for
past formulas. a
Lemma 4.70 (Truth Lemma) LetW be a diamond saturated set of maximal con-
sistent sets of formulas. Then for any� 2W and any formula�:MjW ; �  � iff � 2 �:
Proof. Straightforward by a induction on�. a
Our goal is now to prove the existence of diamond saturated collections of witness-
ing MCSs.

Proposition 4.71 Let � be some consistent formula. Then there is a countable,
diamond saturated collectionW of witnessingMCSs such that� 2 � for some� 2W .

Proof. The basic idea of the proof is to defineW step-by-step, in a sort of parallel
Lindenbaum construction on graphs. During the construction we are dealing with
finite approximations ofW . At each stage, one of the shortcomings of the current
approximation is taken care of; this can be done in such a way that the limit of the
construction has no shortcomings at all. A finite approximation ofW will consist
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of a finite graph together with a labeling which assigns a finite set of formulas to
each node of the graph. We associate a formula with each of these finite labeled
graphs, and require that this corresponding formula be consistent for each of the
approximations. The first graph has no edges, and just one point of which the label
set is the singletonf�g. The construction is such that the graph is growing in two
senses: edges may be added to the graph, and formulas may be added to the label
sets. (Some readers may find it helpful to think of this process as a rather abstract
tableau construction.) All this is done to ensure that in thelimit we are dealing
with a (possibly infinite) labeled graph meeting the requirements that (1) the label
set of each point is aMCS, (2) each label set contains a witness and (3) if a formula
of the formF� (P�) belongs to the label set of some node, then there is an edge
connecting this node to another one containing� in its label set. Finally,W is
defined as the range of this infinite labeling function — note that the label function
will not be required to be injective.

Now for the technical details. Approximations toW will be callednetworks: a
network is a quadrupleN = (N;E; d; �) such that(N;E) is a finite, undirected,
connected and acyclic graph;d is a direction function mapping each edge(s; t) of
the graph to eitherR or its converseR�; and� is a label function mapping each
node ofN to a finite set of formulas.

As in our earlier example of a step-by-step construction, wefirst want to formu-
late coherence conditions on networks and define the notion of a defect of network
with respect to its ideal,W . We start with a formulation of the coherence of a
network. Since we are working in the basic temporal similarity type — that is,
we have diamonds both for looking alongR and alongR� — there is an obvious
way of describing the network, from each of its nodes. LetN = (N;E; d; �) be
some network, and lets andt be two adjacent nodes ofN . We use the following
notational conventions:hsti := � F if d(s; t) = R;P if d(t; s) = R�:
and letE(s) denote the set of nodes adjacent tos. Finally, we let�(s) denote the
conjunction

V�(s). Define�(N ; s) := �(s) ^Vv2E(s)hsvi�(N ; v; s);�(N ; t; s) := �(t) ^Vs 6=v2E(s)htvi�(N ; v; t):
In words,�(N ; s) starts with a local description�(s) of s and then proceeds to its
neighbors. For each neighborv, �(N ; s) writes a future operator ifd(s; v) = R
(and a past operator ifd(s; v) = R�) and then starts to describe the network afterv
by calling�. �(N ; v; s) first gives a local description�(v) of v, and then recursively
proceeds to the neighbors ofv — except fors. The omission ofs, together with the
finiteness and acyclicity of the graph, ensures that we end upwith a finite formula.
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The following claim shows that it does not really matter fromwhich perspective
we describeN .

Lemma 4.72 For any networkN and any two nodess; t inN ,�(N ; s) is consis-
tent iff�(N ; t) is consistent.

Proof. By the connectedness ofN it is sufficient to prove the Lemma for adjacents andt; the general case can be proved by a simple induction on the length of the
path connecting the two nodes.

So suppose thats and t are adjacent; without loss of generality assume thatd(s; t) = R. SinceN is fixed it will not lead to confusion if we abbreviate�(N ; x)
by�(x) and�(N ; x; y) by �(x; y). Then by definition,�(s) is given by�(s) = �(s) ^ ^u2E(s)hsui�(u; s)= �(s) ^ F�(t; s) ^ ^t6=u2E(s)hsui�(u; s)= F�(t; s) ^ �(s; t):
Likewise, we can show that�(t) = �(t; s) ^ P�(s; t):
But it is a general property of any logic extendingK t that for any two formulas� and�, F� ^ � is consistent iff� ^ P� is consistent. From this, the Lemma is
immediate. a
The upshot of Lemma 4.72 is a good definition of the coherence of a network: we
will call a networkN coherentif �(N ; s) is consistent for each of (equivalently:
some of) its nodess. However, being finite, our networks will never be perfect.
What kinds of defects can they have?

A defectof a network is either (D1) a pair(s; �) such that neither� nor :�
belongs to�(s); (D2) a pair(s; F�) such thatF� 2 �(s) while there is no witness
for this (in the sense that� 2 �(t) for some nodetwithEst andd(s; t) = R); (D3)
a similar pair(s; P�); or (D4) a nodes without a name; that is,name(�) 2 �(s)
for no formula�.

We will show that each kind of defect of a network can be repaired. For this we
need some terminology. A networkN 0 extendsa networkN , if N � N 0, whileE = E0 \N �N , d = d0jN and�(s) � �0(s) for each nodes of N .

Lemma 4.73 For any defect of a finite, coherent networkN there is a finite, co-
herentN 0 �N lacking this defect.
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Proof. LetN = (N;E; d; �) be a coherent network and assume thatN has some
defect. We will prove the Lemma by showing how to remove the various types of
defect.

D1-defects.
Assume that there is a nodes and a formula� such that neither� nor:� belongs
to �. Since the formula�(N ; s) is consistent, it follows that either�(N ; s) ^ �
or�(N ; s)^:� is consistent; let�� denote the formula such that�(N ; s)^��
is consistent. Now defineN 0 byN 0 := N , E0 := E, d0 := d, while�0 is given by�0(t) = �(t) for t 6= s and �(s) := �(s) [ f��g:
Clearly,N 0 is a finite network lacking the defect(s; �). It is also obvious that�(N 0; s) is the formula�(N ; s) ^ ��, so�(N 0; s) is consistent, and hence,N 0
is coherent.

D2-defects.
Assume that there is a nodes and a formula� such thatF� 2 �(s) while there is
no witness for this. Take anewnodet (that is,t does not belong toN ) and defineN 0 as follows. N 0 := N [ ftg;E0 := E [ f(s; t)g;d0 := d [ f((s; t); R)g;�0 := � [ f(u; f�g)g:
It is obvious thatN 0 extendsN and that the defect has been repaired. Finally,
it is clear by the definitions that�(N 0; s) = �(N ; s): the only information that
the new node adds to the description is a conjunctF� and by assumption this was
already a member of�(s), and thus a conjunct of�(s). Hence, the coherence ofN 0 is an immediate consequence of the coherence ofN .

D3-defects.
Repaired analogously to D2-defects.

D4-defects.
These are repaired in the same way as D1-defects, using the fact that if�(N ; s)
is consistent, then there is a propositional variablep that does not occur in any of
the label sets. And here — at last — we use theIRR-rule to show that the formula�(N ; s) ^ name(p) is consistent. a
Finally, we return to the proof of Proposition 4.71. Assume that � is a consistent
formula.

By a standard step-by-step construction we can define a sequence (Ni)i2N of
networks such that
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(i) N0 is a one-node network with label setf�g,
(ii) Nj extendsNi wheneveri < j,

(iii) For every defect of any networkNi there is a networkNj with j > i lacking
this defect.

LetN be the set
Si2N Ni; and fors 2 N , define�(s) = Si2N �i(s). We claim

that for everys 2 N ,�(s) is a witnessingMCS. We first show that for all formulas�, either� or :� belongs to�(s). Let i 2 N be such thats is already in existence
in Ni; if neither� nor:� belongs to�i(s), this constitutes a defect ofNi. Hence,
by the construction there is somej > i such that either� or :� belongs to�j(s).
But then the same formula belongs to�(s). In the same manner we can prove
that every set�(s) contains a name. Now assume that�(s) is not consistent; then
there are formulas�1, . . . ,�n in �(s) such that�1 ^ � � � ^ �n is inconsistent. By
construction, there must be ak 2 N such that each�i belongs already to�k(s).
But this contradicts the consistency of�(Nk; s) and hence, the coherency ofNk.

Finally, defineW as the range of�. The preceding paragraphs show thatW is
a collection of witnessingMCSs. By our definition ofN0, it follows that� belongs
to someMCS in W .

Now letF� be some formula in� 2W . By definition, there is somes 2 N such
that� = �(s), and thus, somei 2 N such thatF� 2 �i(s). By our construction
there is somej � i and somet 2 Nj such thatEjst and� 2 �j(t). It follows that� 2 �(t), so it remains to prove that�(s)R�(t). In order to reach a contradiction,
suppose otherwise. Then there is a formula 2 �(t) such thatF 62 �(s). Since�(s) is a MCS, this implies that:F 2 �(s). Now let k 2 N be large enough
that 2 �k(t) and:F 2 �k(s). From this it is immediate that�(Nk; s) is
inconsistent; this contradicts the coherency ofNk. This proves thatW is diamond
saturated.

But then we have prove thatW meets all requirements phrased in the Proposi-
tion. a
This shows that we have more or less solved the first problem concerned with work-
ing in a trimmed down version of the canonical model: we have established that
every consistent formula� can be satisfied in anirreflexivecanonical-like model.
Let’s now think about the second kind of problem. Concretely, how can we prove
that we have not destroyed the nice properties of the canonical frame by moving
to a subframe? In particular, how can we ascertaindensity? We will see that here
we will make good use of the special naming property of the formulasname(�),
namely that they can be used as identifiers ofMCSs.

Lemma 4.74 Let W be a diamond saturated collection of witnessing maximal
consistent sets of formulas, and let< denote the relationR restricted toW . Then
the frame(W;<) is a non-branching, unbounded, dense, strict ordering.
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Proof. Let W and< be as in the statement of the lemma. Clearly,(W;<) is a
subframe of the canonical frame; hence, it inherits everyuniversalproperty ofT,
such as transitivity or non-branching. Irreflexivity follows from the fact that�R�
for no witnessing� . This shows that< is a non-branching, strict ordering ofW .

Unboundedness is not a universal condition, but nevertheless follows rather eas-
ily: simply use the fact that the formulasF> andP> are theorems of the logic
and hence, belong to every maximal consistent set. Unboundedness then follows
by the diamond saturation ofW .

The case of density is more difficult, and here’s where names are genuinely
useful. Assume that� and� are twoMCSs such that� < �. We have to find a
MCS� inW that lies between� and�. Let Æ be the formula such thatname(Æ) 2�. It follows from � < � thatFname(Æ) 2 � , so using the density axiom, we
find thatFFname(Æ) 2 � . From this we may infer the existence of aMCS� 2W
with � < � andFname(Æ) 2 �.

But is� < �? Note that since< is non-branching to the right, we already know
that� < � or� = � or � < �. But it clearly cannot be the case that� = �,
sinceFÆ 2 � and:FÆ 2 �. Neither is it possible that� < �, for suppose
otherwise. It would follows fromFÆ 2 � thatFFÆ 2 �, so by the transitivity
axiom,FÆ 2 �; but this would contradict the fact that:FÆ 2 �. a
We now have all the ingredients for the main theorem of this section:

Theorem 4.75KtQ+ is complete with respect to(Q ; <).
Proof. Given any consistent formula�, construct a countable, diamond saturated
setW of witnessingMCSs for �, as in the proof of Proposition 4.71. By the Truth
Lemma 4.70,� is satisfiable at someMCS � in the modelMjW induced byW ;
and by Lemma 4.74, this model is based on a non-branching, unbounded, dense,
strict ordering. But then the subframe generated by� is based on a countable,
dense, unbounded, strict total order and hence, isomorphicto the ordering of the
rationals. a
How widely applicable are these ideas? Roughly speaking, the situation is as fol-
lows. The basic idea is widely applicable; various rules forthe undefinable have
been employed in many different modal languages, and for many different classes
of models (we’ll see further examples in Chapter 7). Moreover, the use of such
rules can be fruitfully combined with other techniques, notably the step-by-step
method (this combination sometimes succeeds when all else fails). Rules for the
undefinable are fast becoming a standard item in the modal logicians’ toolkit.

Nonetheless the method has its limitations, at least in the kinds of modal lan-
guages we have been considering so far. These limitations are centered on the
problem of working with submodels of the original canonicalmodel.
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As we saw, the first problem — retaining sufficiently manyMCSs for proving the
Truth Lemma — has a fairly satisfactory solution. Two remarks are in order here.

(i) The method only works well when we are working in tense logic. In the
proof of the ‘multiple Lindenbaum Lemma’, we crucially needed operators
for looking in bothdirections in order to show that it does not matter from
which perspective we describe a graph. If we have no access tothe infor-
mation of nodes lying ‘behind’, we are forced to add a countably infinite
family of more and more complex rules, instead of one single irreflexivity
rule.

But there are no problems in generalizing the proof of Lemma 4.71 to
similarity types with more than one tense diamond and/or versatile polyadic
operators. For example, in Exercise 4.7.3 is asked to use themethod to
prove completeness for the language ofPDL with converse programs.

(ii) Observe that we only provedweakcompleteness forKtQ+. This is be-
cause our proof of Lemma 4.71 only works with finite networks.In the
presence of names, however, it is possible to prove a stronger version of
Lemma 4.71; the basic idea is that when aMCS � contains a name, other
MCSs may have complete access to the information in� through the finite
‘channel’ of� ’s name. For details we refer to Exercise 4.7.2.

There is a second problem which seems to be more serious. Which properties of
the canonical frame can we guarantee to hold on a trimmed downversion? In
general, very little. Obviously, universal properties of the canonical model hold in
each of its submodels, and first-order properties that are the standard translation of
closed modal formulas (such as8x9yRxy) are valid in each subframe for which a
Truth Lemma holds, but that is about it.

It is at this point where the names come in very handy. In fact,in order to prove
the inheritance of universal-existential properties likedensity, the names seem to
be really indispensable.If, on the other hand, we have names at our disposal,
we can prove completeness results for a wide range of logics.Roughly speaking,
in case the logic is a tense logic, we can show that every Sahlqvist formula is
‘distinguishing-canonical’. The crucial observation is that the witnessing submodel
of the canonical model is anamedmodel.

Definition 4.76 Let � be some modal similarity type. A� -modelM is called
namedif for every states inM there is a formula� such thats is the only point inM satisfying�. a
Theorem 4.77 Let� be some modal similarity type, and suppose thatM = (F; V )
is a named� -model. Then for every very simple Sahlqvist formula�:M  � iff F  �: (4.1)
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If, in addition,M is a versatile model for� , then (4.1) holds for every Sahlqvist
formula.

Proof. LetM be a named model. It was the aim of Exercise 1.4.7 to let the reader
show that the collection A := fV (�) j � a formulag
is closed under the boolean and modal operations. Hence, thestructureg = (F; A)
is a general frame. SinceM is named,A contains all singletons. The result then
follows from Theorem 5.90 in Chapter 5 — for the second part ofthe Theorem
Exercise 5.6.1 is needed as well.a
The use of rules for the undefinable really comes into its own in some of the ex-
tended modal languages studied for Chapter 7. Two main pathshave been explored,
and we will discuss both. In the first, thedifference operatoris added to an ortho-
dox modal language. It is then easy to state a rule for the undefinable (even if the
underlying modal language does not contain converse operators) and (by extending
the remarks just made) to prove a D-Sahlqvist theorem. In thesecond approach,
atomic formulas callednominalsand operators calledsatisfaction operatorsare
added to an orthodox modal language. These additions make itstraightforward to
define simple rules for the undefinable (even if the underlying modal language does
not contain converse operators) and to prove a general completeness result without
making use of step-by-step arguments.

Exercises for Section 4.7
4.7.1 We are working in the basic modal similarity type. First, prove that a frame is intran-
sitive (8xyz (Rxy ^ Ryz ! :Rxz)) iff we can falsify the formula2p ! 33p at every
state of the frame.

Second, letKB0 be the logicK, extended with the symmetry axiomp! 23p and the
rule

(ITR) if ` (2p ^ 22:p)! � then` �, providedp does not occur in�,

Show thatKB0 is sound and complete with respect to the class of symmetric,intransitive
frames.

4.7.2 Assume that we are working with the logicKtQ+. Show that for each consistent
set� there is a diamond saturated set ofMCSsW such that� � � for some� 2W .

(Hint: use a construction analogous to the one employed in the proof of Proposition 4.71.
Add an infinite set ofnewvariables to the language and first prove that� [ fname(p)g is
consistent for any new variablep. A network is now allowed to have one special node with
an infinite label set, which should contain� [ fname(p)g. A description of a network is
now an infinite set of formulas.)

4.7.3 Assume that we extend the language ofPDL with a reverseprogram constructor:
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The intended accessibility relation of��1 is the converse relation ofR�. LetPDL! be
the axiom system ofPDL (see Section 4.8), modulo the following changes:

(i) Add the converse axiom schemasp! [�℄h��1ip andp! [��1℄h�ip,
(ii) Replace the Segerberg induction axiom with the following infinitary rule:

(!–�) If ` �! [�n℄ for all n 2 !, then` �! [��℄ .

Prove that this logic is sound and complete with respect to the standard models.

4.8 Finitary Methods I

In this section we introduce finite canonical models. We use such models to prove
weak completeness results for non-compact logics. We examine one of the best
known examples — propositional dynamic logic — in detail. More precisely, we
will axiomatize the validities regular (test free) propositional dynamic logic. Re-
call from Chapter 1 that this has a set of diamondsh�i indexed by a collection of
programs�. � consists of a collection of basic programs, and the programsgen-
erated from them using the constructors[, ;, and�. A frame for this language is a
transition systemF = (W;R�)�2� , but we are only interested inregular frames,
that is, frames such that for all programs�, �1 and�2:R�1[�2 = R�1 [R�2R�1;�2 = R�1 ;R�2R�� = (R�)�:
We say that a formula� is a PDL-validity (written �) if it is valid on all regular
frames.

The collection ofPDL-validities is not compact: consider the set� = fha�ip;:p;:haip;:haihaip;:haihaihaip; : : :g:
Any finite subset of� is satisfiable on a regular frame at a single point, but�
itself is not. This compactness failure indicates that astrongcompleteness result
will be out of reach (recall Remark 4.44) so our goal (as withKL ) should be to
prove a weak completeness result. It is is not too hard to comeup with a candidate
axiomatization. For a start, the first two regularity conditions given above can be
axiomatized by Sahlqvist axioms. The last condition is moredifficult, but even
here we have something plausible: recall that in Example 3.10 we saw that this last
condition isdefinedby the formula set� = f(p ^ [��℄(p! [�℄p))! [��℄p; h��ip$ (p _ h�ih��ip) j � 2 �g:
This suggests the following axiomatization.
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Definition 4.78 A logic � in the language of propositional dynamic logic is anor-
mal propositional dynamic logicif it contains every instance of the following ax-
iom schemas:

(i) [�℄(p! q)! ([�℄p! [�℄q)
(ii) h�ip$ :[�℄:p

(iii) h�1;�2ip$ h�1ih�2ip
(iv) h�1 [ �2ip$ h�1ip _ h�2ip
(v) h��ip$ (p _ h�ih��ip)
(vi) [��℄(p! [�℄p)! (p! [��℄p)

and is closed under modus ponens, generalization (`� � implies`� [�℄�, for all
programs�) and uniform substitution. We call the smallest normal propositional
dynamic logicPDL. In this section,` � means that� is a theorem ofPDL,
consistency meansPDL-consistency, and so on.a
As we’ve already remarked, axioms (iii) and (iv) are (conjunctions of) Sahlqvist
axioms; they are canonical for the first two regularity conditions, respectively. Fur-
ther, observe that Axiom (v) is a Sahlqvist formula as well; it is canonical for the
conditionR�� = Id [R�;R�� . Thus we’ve isolated the difficult part: axiom (vi),
which we will call theinductionaxiom for obvious reasons, is the formula we need
to think about if we are to understand how to cope with the canonicity failure. It is
probably a good idea for the reader to attempt Exercise 4.8.1right away.

Proving the soundness ofPDL is straightforward (though the reader should
(re-)check that the induction axiom really is valid on all regular frames). We will
prove completeness with the help offinite canonical models. Our work falls into
two parts. First we develop the needed background material:finitary versions of
MCSs, Lindenbaum’s Lemma, canonical models, and so on. Following this, we
turn to the completeness proof proper.

Recall that a set of formulas� is closed under subformulas if for all� 2 �, if is a subformula of� then 2 �.

Definition 4.79 (Fischer-Ladner Closure)LetX be a set of formulas. ThenX is
Fischer-Ladner closedif it is closed under subformulas and satisfies the following
additional constraints:

(i) If h�1;�2i� 2 X thenh�1ih�2i� 2 X
(ii) If h�1 [ �2i� 2 X thenh�1i� _ h�2i� 2 X

(iii) If h��i� 2 X thenh�ih��i� 2 X.

If � is any set of formulas then FL(�) (the Fischer Ladner closureof �) is the
smallest set of formulas containing� that is Fischer Ladner closed.
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Given a formula�, we define�� as the following formula:�� = �  if � is of the form: ;:� otherwise:
A set of formulasX is closed under single negationsif �� belongs toX whenever� 2 X.

We define:FL(�), theclosure of�, as the smallest set containing� which is
Fischer Ladner closed and closed under single negations.a
It is convenient to talk as if�� really is the negation of�, and we often do so in
what follows. The motivation of closing a set undersinglenegations is simply to
have a ‘connective’ that is just as good as negation, while keeping the set finite.
(If we naively closed under ordinary negation, then any set would have an infinite
closure.)

It is crucial to note that if� is finite, then so is its closure. Some reflection on
the closure conditions will convince the reader that this isindeed the case, but it is
not entirely trivial to give a precise proof. We leave this little combinatorial puzzle
to the reader as Exercise 4.8.2.

We are now ready to define the generalization of the notion of amaximal con-
sistent set that we will use in this section.

Definition 4.80 (Atoms) Let � be a set of formulas. A set of formulasA is an
atomover� if it is a maximal consistent subset of:FL(�). That is,A is an atom
over� if A � :FL(�), A is consistent, and ifA � B � :FL(�) thenB is
inconsistent.At(�) is the set of all atoms over�. a
Lemma 4.81 Let� be any set of formulas, andA any element ofAt(�). Then:

(i) For all � 2 :FL(�): exactly one of� and�� is inA.
(ii) For all � _  2 :FL(�): � _  2 A iff � 2 A or  2 A.

(iii) For all h�1;�2i� 2 :FL(�): h�1;�2i� 2 A iff h�1ih�2i� 2 A.
(iv) For all h�1[�2i� 2 :FL(�): h�1[�2i� 2 A iff h�1i� 2 A or h�2i� 2 A.
(v) For all h��i� 2 :FL(�): h��i� 2 A iff � 2 A or h�ih��i� 2 A.

Proof. With the possible exception of the last item, obvious.a
Atoms are a straightforward generalization ofMCSs. Note, for example, that if we
choose� to be the set of all formulas, thenAt(�) is just the set of allMCSs. More
generally, the following holds:

Lemma 4.82 LetM be the set of allMCSs, and� any set of formulas. ThenAt(�) = f� \ :FL(�) j � 2Mg:
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Proof. Exercise 4.8.3. a
Unsurprisingly, an analog of Lindenbaum’s Lemma holds:

Lemma 4.83 If � 2 :FL(�) and � is consistent, then there is anA 2 At(�)
such that� 2 A.

Proof. If � is infinite, the result is exactly Lindenbaum’s Lemma, so letus turn to
the more interesting finite case. There are two ways to prove this. We could simply
apply Lindenbaum’s Lemma: as� is consistent, there is anMCS� that contains�.
Thus, by the previous lemma,� \ :FL(�) is an atom containing�.

But this is heavy handed: let’s look for a finitary proof instead. Note that the
information in an atomA can be represented by the single formula

V�2A �. We
will write such conjunctions of atoms asbA. Obviously bA 62 A.

Using this notation, we construct the desired atom as follows. Enumerate the
elements of:FL(�) as�1; : : : ; �m. Let A1 bef�1g. Suppose thatAn has been
defined, wheren < m. We have that` bAn $ ( bAn ^ �n+1) _ ( bAn ^ ��n+1);
as this is a propositional tautology, thus eitherAn [ f�n+1g orAn [ f��n+1g is
consistent. LetAn+1 be the consistent extension, and letA beAm. ThenA is an
atom containing�. a
Note the technique: we forced a finite sequence of choices between� and��.
Actually, we did much the same thing in the proof of Lemma 4.26, the Existence
Lemma for modal languages of arbitrary similarity type, andwe’ll soon have other
occasions to use the idea.

Now that we have Lemma 4.83, it is time to define finite canonical models:

Definition 4.84 (Canonical Model over�) Let � be a finite set of formulas.
The canonical model over� is the triple(At(�); fS�� g�2� ; V �) where for all
propositional variablesp, V �(p) = fA 2 At(�) j p 2 Ag, and for all atomsA;B 2 At(�) and all programs�,AS�� B if bA ^ h�i bB is consistent:V � is called thecanonical valuation, and theS� are called thecanonical relations.
We generally drop the� superscripts. a
Although we have defined it purely finitarily, the canonical model over� is ac-
tually something very familiar: a filtration. Which filtration? Exercise 4.8.4 asks
the reader to find out. Further, note that although some of theabove discussion is
specific to propositional dynamic logic (for example, the use of the Fischer Ladner
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closure) the basic ideas are applicable to any modal language. In Exercise 4.8.7 we
ask the reader to apply such techniques to the logicKL .

But of course, the big question is: does this finite canonicalmodelwork? Given
a consistent formula�, we need to satisfy� in a regular model. This gives two
natural requirements on the canonical model: first, we need to prove some kind of
Truth Lemma, and second, we want the model to be regular. The good news is that
we can easily prove a Truth Lemma; the bad news is that we are unable to show
regularity. This means that we cannot use the canonical model itself; rather, we
will work with the canonical relationsS� for the atomic relations only, and define
relationsR� for the other programs in a way thatforcesthe model to be regular.

Definition 4.85 (Regular PDL-model over�) Let � be a set of formulas. For
all basic programsa, defineR�a to beS�a . For all complex programs, inductively
define thePDL-relationsR�� in the usual way using unions, compositions, and
reflexive transitive closures. Finally, defineR, the regular PDL-model over�
to be(At(�); fR�� g�2� ; V �), whereV � is the canonical valuation. Again, we
generally drop the� superscripts. a
But of course,now the main question is, will be able to prove a Truth Lemma?
Fortunately, we can prove the key element of this lemma, namely, an Existence
Lemma (cf. Lemma 4.89 below). First the easy part. As the canonical relationsSa
are identical to thePDL-relationsRa for all basic programsa, we have:

Lemma 4.86 (Existence Lemma for Basic Programs)LetA be an atom, anda
a basic program. Then for all formulashai in :FL(�), hai 2 A iff there is aB 2 At(�) such thatARaB and 2 B.

Proof. This can be proved by appealing to the standard Existence Lemma and then
taking intersections (as in Lemma 4.83) — but it is more interesting to prove it
finitarily. For the right to left direction, suppose there isaB 2 At(B) such thatARaB and 2 B. AsRa andSa are identical for basic programs,ASaB, thusbA ^ hai bB is consistent. As is one of the conjuncts inbB, bA ^ hai is consistent.
As hai is in :FL(�) it must also be inA, for A is an atom and hencemaximal
consistent in:FL(�).

For the left to right direction, supposehai 2 A. We construct an appropriate
atomB by forcing choices. Enumerate the formulas in:FL(�) as�1; : : : ; �m.
DefineB0 to bef g. Suppose as an inductive hypothesis thatBn is defined such
that bA ^ haiBn is consistent (where0 � n < m). We have` hai bBn $ hai(( bBn ^ �n+1) _ ( bBn ^ ��n+1))
thus ` hai bBn $ (hai( bBn ^ �n+1) _ hai( bBn ^ ��n+1)):
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Therefore either forB0 = Bn [ f�n+1g or forB0 = Bn [ f��n+1g we have thatbA ^ haiB0 is consistent. ChooseBn+1 to be this consistent expansion, and letB
beBm. B is the atom we seek.a
Now for the hard part. Axioms (v) and (vi) cannot enforce the desired identity
betweenS� andR�. But good news is at hand. These axioms are very strong and
manage to ‘approximate’ the desired behavior fairly well. In particular, they are
strong enough to ensure thatS� � R� for arbitrary programs�. This inclusion will
enable us to squeeze out a proof of the desired Existence Lemma. The following
lemma is the crucial one.

Lemma 4.87 For all programs�, S�� � (S�)�.
Proof. We need to show that for all programs�, if AS��B then there is a finite
sequence of atomsC0; : : : ; Cn such thatA = C0S�C1; : : : ; Cn�1S�Cn = B. LetD be the set of all atoms reachable fromA by such a sequence. We will show thatB 2 D.

DefineÆ to be
WD2D bD. Note thatÆ ^ h�i:Æ is inconsistent, for suppose other-

wise. ThenÆ ^ h�i bE would be consistent for at least one atomE not in D, which
would mean thatbD ^ h�i bE was consistent for at least oneD 2 D. But then byDS�E, E could be reached fromA in finitely manyS� steps, which would imply
thatE 2 D — which it is not.

As Æ ^ h�i:Æ is inconsistent,̀ Æ ! [�℄Æ, hence by generalizatioǹ [��℄(Æ ![�℄Æ). By axiom (vi), ` Æ ! [��℄Æ. Now, asAS��A, bA is one of the disjuncts
in Æ, thus` bA ! Æ and hencè bA ! [��℄Æ. As our initial assumption was thatbA^ h��i bB is consistent, it follows thatbA^ h��i( bB ^ Æ) is consistent too. But this
means that for one of the disjunctsbD of Æ, bB ^ bD is consistent. AsB andD are
atoms,B = D and henceB 2 D. a
With the help of this lemma, it is straightforward to prove the desired inclusion:

Lemma 4.88 For all programs�, S� � R�.

Proof. Induction on the structure of�. The base case is immediate, for we definedRa to beSa for all basic programsa. So supposeAS�1;�2B, that is, bA^h�1;�2i bB
is consistent. By axiom (iii),bA^h�1ih�2i bB is consistent as well. Using a ‘forcing
choices’ argument we can construct an atomC such thatbA^h�1i bC and bC^h�2i bB
are both consistent. But then, by the inductive hypothesis,AR�C andCR�B. It
follows thatAR�1;�2B, as required. A similar argument using axiom 4 shows thatS�1[�2 � R�1[�2 .

The case for reflexive transitive closures follows from the previous lemma and
the observation thatS� � R� implies(S�)� � (R�)�. a
We can now prove an Existence Lemma forarbitrary programs.
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Lemma 4.89 (Existence Lemma)LetA be an atom and leth�i be a formula in:FL(�). Thenh�i 2 A iff there is aB such thatAR�B and 2 B.

Proof. The left to right direction puts the crucial inclusion to work. Supposeh�i 2 A. We can build an atomB such thatAS�B by ‘forcing choices’ in
the now familiar manner. But we have just proved thatS� � R�, thusAR�B as
well.

For the right to left direction we proceed by induction on thestructure of�.
The base case is just the Existence Lemma for basic programs,so suppose� has
the form�1;�2, and further suppose thatAR�1;�2B and 2 B. Thus there is
an atomC such thatAR�1C andCR�2B and 2 B. By the Fischer Ladner
closure conditions,h�2i belongs to:FL(�), hence by the inductive hypothesis,h�2i 2 C. Similarly, ash�1ih�2i is in :FL(�), h�1ih�2i 2 A. Hence by
Lemma 4.81,h�1;�2i 2 A, as required.

We leave the case� = �1 [ �2 to the reader and turn to the reflexive transitive
closure: suppose� is of the form��. Assume thatAR��B and 2 B. This
means there is a finite sequence of atomsC0, . . . ,Cn such thatA = C0R�C1, . . . ,Cn�1R�Cn = B. By a subinduction onn we prove thath��i 2 Ci for all i; the
required result forA = C0 is then immediate.

Base case:n = 0. This meansA = B. From axiom (v) we have that̀ h��i $ _ h�ih��i , and hence that̀  ! h��i . Thush��i 2 A.
Inductive step.Suppose the result holds forn � k, and thatA = C0R�C1, . . . ,CkR�Ck+1 = B.

By the inductive hypothesis,h��i 2 C1. Henceh�ih��i 2 A, for h�ih��i 2:FL(�). But` h��i $  _ h�ih��i . Henceh��i 2 A.
This completes the subinduction, and establishes the required result forh��i. It

also completes the main induction and thus the proof of the lemma. a
Lemma 4.90 (Truth Lemma) LetR be the regularPDL-model over�. For all
atomsA and all 2 :FL(�),R; A   iff  2 A.

Proof. Induction on the number of connectives. The base case follows from the
definition of the canonical valuation over�. The boolean case follows from
Lemma 4.81 on the properties of atoms. Finally, the Existence Lemma pushes
through the step for the modalities in the usual way.a
The weak completeness result for propositional dynamic logic follows.

Theorem 4.91 PDL is weakly complete with respect to the class of all regular
frames.
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Exercises for Section 4.8
4.8.1 Show that the induction axiom is not canonical.

4.8.2 Prove that for a finite set�, its closure set:FL(�) is finite as well.

4.8.3 Prove Lemma 4.82. That is, show thatAt(�) = f� \ :FL(�) j � 2 Mg, whereM is the set of allMCSs, and� is any set of formulas.

4.8.4 Show that the finite models defined in thePDL completeness proofs are isomorphic
to certain filtrations.

4.8.5 Show that for any collection of formulas�, ` WA2At(�) bA.

4.8.6 Extend the completeness proof in the text toPDL with tests. Once you have found
an appropriate axiom governing tests, the main line of the argument follows that given in
the text. However because test builds modalities from formulas you will need to think
carefully about how to state and prove analogs of the key lemmas (such as Lemmas 4.87
and 4.88).

4.8.7 Use finite canonical models to show thatKL is weakly complete with respect to the
class of finite strict partial orders (that is, the class of finite irreflexive transitive frames).
(Hint: given a formula�, let� be the set of all�’s subformulas closed under single nega-
tions. Let the points in the finite canonical model be all the maximalKL -consistent subsets
of �. For the relationR, defineRww0 iff (1) for all 2� 2 w, 2�; � 2 w0 and (2) there
is some2� 2 w0 such that2� 62 w. Use the natural valuation. You will need to make
use of the fact that̀KL 22�! 2�; bonus points if you can figure out how to prove this
yourself!)

4.8.8 Building on the previous result, show thatKL is weakly complete for the class of
finite transitive trees. (Hint: unravel.)

4.9 Finitary Methods II

As we remarked at the end of Section 4.4, although the incompleteness results show
that frame-theoretic tools are incapable of analyzing the entire lattice of normal
modal logics, they are capable of yielding a lot of information about some of its
subregions. The normal logics extendingS4.3are particularly well-behaved, and
in this section we prove three results about them. First, we prove Bull’s theorem:
all such logics have thefinite frame property. Next, we show that they are all
finitely axiomatizable. Finally, we show that each of these logics has anegative
characterization in terms of finite sets of finite frames, which will be important
when we analyze their computational complexity in Chapter 6.

The logics extendingS4.3are logics of frames that are rooted, transitive, and
connected (8xy (Rxy_Ryx))). To see this, recall thatS4.3has as axioms 4, T, and
.3. These formulas are canonical for transitivity, reflexivity, and no branching to the
right, respectively. Hence any point-generated submodel of the canonical model
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Fig. 4.2. The models we will construct, and their relationships

for these logics inherits all three properties, and will in addition be rooted and
connected. Now, any connected model is reflexive. Thusrootedness, transitivity,
andconnectednessare the fundamental properties, and we will call any frame that
has them anS4.3 frame. Note that anyS4.3 frame can be viewed as a chain of
clusters(see Definition 2.43), a perspective which will frequently be useful in what
follows.

Bull’s Theorem

Our first goal is to prove Bull’s theorem: all extensions ofS4.3have the finite
frame property. In Definition 3.23 we defined the finite frame property as follows:� has the finite frame property with respect to a class of finite framesF if and
only if F  �, and for every formula� such that� 62 � there is someF 2 F
such that� is falsifiable onF. Using the terminology introduced in this chapter,
we can reformulate this more concisely as follows:� has the finite frame property
if and only if there is a class of finite framesF such that� = �F. So, to prove
Bull’s Theorem, we need to show that if� extendsS4.3, then any�-consistent
formula � is satisfiable in a finite model(W;R; V ) such that(W;R)  �. In
short, Bull’s Theorem is essentially a general weak completeness result covering
all logics extendingS4.3.

But how are we to build the required models? By transforming the canonical
model. Suppose� is �-consistent. Letw be any�-MCS containing�, and letMw = (Ww; Rw; V w) be the submodel ofM� generated byw. ThenMw; w  �,
and (as just discussed)Mw is based on anS4.3frame. We are going to transformMw into a finite modelMs that satisfies� and is based on anS4.3 frame that
validates�.

Figure 4.2 shows what is involved. We are going to transformMw in two distinct
ways. One involves taking a filtration and eliminating certain points; this is the
technical heart of the proof. The other involves defining a bounded morphism on
a definable variantM0 of Mw; this part uses the results on definable variants and
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distinguishing models proved in Section 3.4. These transformations offer us two
perspectives on the properties ofMs, and together yield enough information to
prove the result.

And so to work. We first discuss the filtration/elimination transformation. Let�
be the (finite) set consisting of all subformulas of3�, and letMf = (W f ; Rf ; V f )
be the result of transitively filtratingMw through�. Recall that the relationRf
used in transitive filtrations is defined byRf jujjvj iff 3 2 v implies3 2 u, for
all 3 2 �, and allu; v 2 Ww; see Lemma 2.42. As� is finite, so isW f . By the
Filtration Theorem (Theorem 2.39)Mf ; juj   iff Mw; u   , for all  2 �, and
all u 2Ww. Moreover,Rf is transitive, reflexive, and connected, andjwj is a root
of the filtration, thusMf is based on anS4.3frame. Hence the frame underlyingMf is a finite chain of finite clusters.

Now for the key elimination step. We want to build a finite model based on a
frame for�. Now, we don’t know whetherMw is based on such a frame, but we
doknow thatMw  �. If we could transfer the truth of� inMw to a finitedistin-
guishingmodel, then by item (iii) of Lemma 3.27 we would have immediately have
Bull’s Theorem. Unfortunately, whileMf is finite, and also (being a filtration) dis-
tinguishing, we have no guarantee thatMf  �. This reflects something discussed
in Section 2.3: the natural map associated with a filtration need not be bounded
morphism. It also brings us to the central idea of the proof:eliminate all points inMf which prevent the natural map from being a bounded morphism. Obviously,
any model built fromMf by eliminating points will be finite and distinguishing.
So the crucial questions facing us are: which points should be eliminated? And
how do we know that they can be thrown away without affecting the satisfiability
of formulas in�?

Recall that the natural map associated with a filtration sends each pointu in
the original model to the equivalence classjuj in the filtration. So if the natural
map from the frame underlyingMw to the frame underlyingMf is not a bounded
morphism, this means that for some�; � 2W f we have thatRf�� but:8v 2 � 9z (Rwvz ^ z 2 �);
or equivalently, thatRf�� but9v 2 � 8z (z 2 �! :Rwvz):
This motivates the following definition:

Definition 4.92 Suppose�, � 2W f . We say that� is subordinateto � (� sub�)
if there is av 2 � such that for allz 2 �, it is not the case thatRwvz. a
So: if Mf is not a bounded morphic image ofMw under the natural map, then
there is some� 2 W f such that for some� 2 W f , Rf�� and� sub�. We must
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get rid of all such�; we will call themeliminablepoints. But to show that we can
safely eliminate them, we need to understand thesubrelation a little better.

Lemma 4.93 (i) If � sub �, then there is av 2 � such that for allz 2 �,Rwzv.
(ii) If � sub� thenRf��.

(iii) The sub relation is transitive and asymmetric.
(iv) Suppose�, �,  2W f such that� sub and not� sub�. Then� sub:

Proof. For item (i), note that by definition there is av 2 � such that for allz 2 �,
it is not the case thatRwvz. ButRw is a connected relation, hence for everyz 2 �,Rwzv.

For item (ii), suppose� sub �. By item (i), this means that there is some
elementv of �, such that every element of� Rw-precedesv. Now if 3 2 �, thenMw; v  3 . Hence (by the transitivity ofRw) for all z 2 �, Mw; z  3 too.
This means that3 2 �, that is,Rf��. (It follows that if the natural map fails
to be bounded morphism because of its behavior on the points� and�, then the
eliminable point� belongs to thesamecluster as�.)

Items (iii) and (iv) are left for the reader as Exercise 4.9.1. a
We are now ready for the key result: we can safely get rid of allthe eliminable
points; there are enoughnon-eliminable points left to prove an Existence Lemma:

Lemma 4.94 (Existence Lemma)Letu 2 Ww and suppose3 2 u \ �. Then
there is ajvj 2W f such thatRf jujjvj,  2 jvj, andjvj is not eliminable.

Proof. Construct a maximal sequence�0, �1, . . . throughW f with the following
properties:

(i) �0 = juj.
(ii) If i > 0 and odd, then�i is somejvj such that 2 v, Rf�i�1jvj, and notjvj sub�i�1.

(iii) If i > 0 and even, then�i is somejvj such thatRf jvj�i�1 and�i�1 subjvj.
Here’s the basic idea. Think of this sequence as a series of moves through the
model. We are given3 , and our goal is to find aRf -related -containing point
that is not eliminable. So, on our first move (anodd move) we select anRf -
related -containing point (we are guaranteed to find one, pretty muchas in any
Existence Lemma). If the point isnot-eliminable we have found what we need
and are finished. Unfortunately, the point may well be eliminable. If so, we make
a second move (anevenmove) to another pointin the same cluster— namely a
point to which the first point we found is subordinate. We iterate the process, and
eventually we will find what we are looking for. We now make this (extremely
sketchy) outline precise.
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Claim 1. For every item�i = jvj in the sequence,3 2 v.

If i = 0, �i = juj and by assumption3 2 u. If i > 0 and odd, then 2 jvj by
construction, hence 2 v. As v is a�-MCS it contains ! 3 , thus3 2 v
also. Finally, if i > 0 and even, then as we have just seen,3 2 �i�1. By
construction,Rf jvj�i�1 hence3 2 jvj and hence3 2 v. This proves Claim 1.

Claim 2. The sequence terminates.

Supposei is even. By property (iii),�i+1 sub�i+2 and by property (ii), it is not
the case that�i+1 sub �i. Hence by item 3 of Lemma 4.93,�i sub �i+2. By
item (ii) of Lemma 4.93,subis a transitive and asymmetric relation, thus each�i,
for i even, is distinct. As there are only finitely many elements inW f , the sequence
must terminate. This proves Claim 2.

Claim 3. The sequence does not terminate on eveni.
Supposei is even. We need to show that there is an�i+1 2W f such thatRf�i�i+1
and not�i+1 sub�i. Let f�1; : : : ; �mg bef� 2 W f j � sub�ig. Then for eachk (1 � k � m) there is avk 2 �i such that notRwvkz, for all z 2 �k. Let v be
one of these pointsvk such that for allk, Rwvkv, for 1 � k � m. (It is always
possible to choose such av asRw is connected.) As�i = jvj, by Claim 13 2 v.
By the Existence Lemma for normal logics (Lemma 4.20), thereis ax 2 W such
that 2 x andRwvx. Moreover, notjxj sub jvj. For suppose for the sake of a
contradiction thatjxj subjvj. Thenjxj = �k, for some1 � k � m, and hence notRwvkx. But Rwvkv andRwvx, hence (by transitivity)Rwvkx — contradiction.
We conclude that notjxj sub jvj, hence (recalling thatjvj = �i) we can always
choose�i+1 to bejxj. This proves Claim 3.

We can now prove the result. By Claims 2 and 3, the sequence terminates on�m = jvj, for some odd numberm. By construction, 2 v, hence 2 jvj.
Since�m+1 does not exist,�m is not eliminable. By construction, for all eveni,Rf�i�i+1. By item (ii) of Lemma 4.93, for all oddi, Rf�i�i+1. Hence by the
transitivity ofRf ,Rf jujjvj, and we are through. a
We now define the modelMs. Let W s be the set of non-eliminable points inW f . (Note that by the previous lemma there must be at least one such point, for3� 2 w \ �.) ThenMs = (W s; Rs; V s) isMf restricted toW s. HenceMs is a
finite distinguishing model, and(W s; Rs) is anS4.3frame.

Lemma 4.95 Ms satisfies�.

Proof. First, we show by induction on the structure of that for all 2 �, and
all juj 2 W s, Ms; juj   iff  2 u. The only interesting case concerns the
modalities. So suppose3 2 u. By the previous lemma, there is somejvj such
thatRf jujjvj,  2 jvj, andjvj is not eliminable. As 2 jvj,  2 v, hence by the
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inductive hypothesis,Ms; jvj   , henceMs; juj  3 as desired. The converse
is straightforward; we leave it to the reader.

It follows that � is satisfied somewhere inMs. For, as3� 2 w \ �, by
Lemma 4.94 there is a non-eliminablejuj such thatRf jwjjuj and� 2 juj. Hence� 2 u, andMs; juj  �. a
We are almost there. If we can show thatMs  �, then asMs is a finite distin-
guishing model, its frame validates� and we are through. Showing thatMs  �,
will take us along the other path fromMw toMs shown in Figure 4.2. That is, we
will show thatMs is a bounded morphic image of a definable variantM0 ofMw.

The required bounded morphismf is easy to describe: it agrees with the natural
map on allnon-eliminable points, and where the natural map sent a pointw to a
point that has been eliminated,f(w) will be a point ‘as close as possible’ to the
eliminated point. Let’s make this precise. Enumerate the elements ofW s. Definef : Ww !W s byf(w) = 8><>: jwj; if jwj 2W s

the first element in the enumeration which is anRs-minimal
element off� 2W s j Rsjwj�g, otherwise.

AsW s is finite, the minimality requirement (which captures the ‘as close as possi-
ble’ idea) is well defined.

As we will show, f is a bounded morphism from(Ww; Rw) into (W s; Rs).
But we have no guarantee thatf is a bounded morphism from themodelMw
to Ms, for while the underlying frame morphism is fine, we need to ensure that
the valuations agree on propositional symbols. We fix this asfollows. For any
propositional symbolp, defineV 0(p) to befu 2Ww j f(u) 2 V s(p)g, and letM0
be(Ww; Rw; V 0). That is,M0 is simply a variant ofMw that agrees withMs under
the mappingf . But it is not just any variant: as we will now see, it is adefinable
variant. It is time to pull all the threads together and provethe main result.

Theorem 4.96 (Bull’s Theorem) Every normal modal logic extendingS4:3 has
the finite frame property.

Proof. First we will show thatM0 is a definable variant ofMw. If � is any of the
equivalence classes that make up the filtrationMf , then� �Ww. Moreover,Mw
can define any such�: the defining formula�̂ is simply a conjunction of all the
formulas in some subset of�, the set we filtrated through. (Incidentally, we take
the conjunction of the empty set to be?.) It follows thatMw can defineV 0(p)
for any propositional symbolp. To see this, note thatV s(p) is either the empty set
or some finite collection of equivalence classesf�1; : : : ; �ng. In the former case,
defineÆp to be?. In the latter case, defineÆp to be

Wi2n �̂i. Either way,Æp definesV 0(p) in Mw, for V 0(p) is fu 2 Ww j f(u) 2 V s(p)g. ThusM0 is a definable
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variant ofMw. (Note that this argument makes use of facts about all four models
constructed in the course of the proof.)

Next we claim thatf is indeed a surjective bounded morphism fromMs ontoM0; we show here that it satisfies the back condition and leave the rest to the
reader. SupposeRsf(u)f(v). As f(v) 2 W s, it is not eliminable, hence notf(v) subf(u). But this means that every element inf(u)Rw-precedes an element
in f(v), as required.

But now Bull’s Theorem follows. If� is a normal modal logic extendingS4.3
and� is a�-consistent formula, buildMs as described above. By Lemma 4.95,Ms satisfies�. MoreoverMs  �. To see this, simply follow the upper left-to-
right path through Figure 4.2.M�  �, hence so doesMw, for it is a generated
submodel ofM�. AsM0 is a definable variant ofMw, by Lemma 3.25 item (iii),M0  �. Hence, asMs is a bounded morphic image ofM0, it too validates� as
required. ButMs is a finite distinguishing model, hence, by Lemma 3.27 item (iii),
its frame validates� and we are through. a
Finite axiomatizability

We now show that every normal logic extendingS4.3is finitely axiomatizable. (A
logic � is finitely axiomatizable if there is afinite set of formulas� such that�
is the logic generated by� .) The proof makes use of a special representation for
finite S4.3frames.

Because every finiteS4.3frame is a finite chain of finite clusters, any such frame
can be represented as a list of positive integers: each positive integer in the list
records the cardinality of the corresponding cluster. For example, the list[3; 1; 2℄
represents the following frame:

� -���R��I����9����:�������� ���?���?���?���- �������? tttt tt =) =)'&$%
'
&

$
%

'
&

$
%

Such representations will allow us to reduce the combinatorial heart of the follow-
ing proofs to a standard result about lists. The following definition pins down the
relationship between lists that will be important.

Definition 4.97 A list is a finite non-empty list of positive integers. A listt con-
tainsa list s if t has a sublist of the same length ass, each item of which is greater
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or equal than the corresponding item ofs. A list t coversa list s if t containss and
the last item oft is greater than or equal to the last item ofs. a
For example, the list[9; 40; 1; 9; 3℄ contains the list[8; 2; 9℄, for it has[9; 40; 9℄ as a
sublist, but it does not cover this list. But[9; 40; 1; 9; 10℄ covers[8; 2; 9℄.

The modal relevance of list covering stems from the following lemma:

Lemma 4.98 LetF andG be finiteS4.3frames, and letf andg be their associated
lists. Thenf coversg iff there is a bounded morphism fromF ontoG.

Proof. Exercise 4.9.2. a
In view of this result, the following well-known result can be viewed as asserting
the existence of infinite sequences of bounded morphisms:

Theorem 4.99 (Kruskal’s Theorem) Every countably infinite sequence of listst
contains an infinite subsequences such that for all listssi andsj in s, i > j impliessi coverssj.
Proof. Let us call a (finite or infinite) subsequence(ti)i2I of a sequence of listst = (ti)i2! achain int if for all i, j 2 I, tj coversti wheneverj > i. We assume
familiarity with the notions of the head, the tail and the sumof a list. For instance,
the head of[8; 2; 9℄ is 8, its tail is[2; 9℄ and its sum is 19. Calls smallerthant if
the sum ofs is smaller than that oft.

In order to prove the lemma, we will show the following holds:

every countably infinite sequence of listst contains a chain of length 2. (4.2)

Assume that (4.2) does not hold; that is, there are countablyinfinite sequences
without chains of length 2 as subsequences.

Without loss of generality we may assume thatt does not contain infinitely many
lists of length 1. For otherwise, consider its subsequence(ti)i2I of these one-
item lists. This subsequence may be identified with a sequence of natural numbers(ni)i2!. But

any sequence(ni)i2! of natural numbers contains a subsequence(ni)i2I such that for alli; j 2 I, i < j impliesni � nj; (4.3)

as can easily be proved. But ifni � nj then clearlytj coversti. But then we
may also assume thatt does not contain one-item lists at all: simply consider the
sequence found by eliminating all one-item lists.

Let t be aminimal such sequence. That is,t is a sequence of more-item lists,t has no 2-chains, and for alln, there are no more-item listst0n, t0n+1, . . . such
thatt0n is smaller thantn, while the sequencet0, t1, . . . ,tn�1, t0n, t0n+1, . . . has no
2-chains.
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Now we arrive at the heart of the argument. Define(ni)i2! and(ui)i2! as the
sequences of the heads and the tails oft; that is, for eachi, ni is the head ofti andui is the tail ofti. By (4.3), there is a subsequence(ni)i2I such thati < j impliesni � nj, wheneveri; j 2 I. Now consider the corresponding subsequence(ui)i2I
of u. We need the following result:

any subsequence(vi)i2! of tails of t contains a 2-chain: (4.4)

By the same argument as before, we may assume thatv contains only more-item
lists. Letk be the natural number such thatv0 is the tail oftk, and consider the
sequencet0, t1, . . . , tk�1, v0, v1, . . . . Sincev0 is the tail oftk and hence,smaller
thantk, it follows by the minimality oftk that the mentioned sequence contains a
2-chain. But obviously this 2-chain can only occur in thev-part of the sequence.
This proves (4.4).

But if u contains a 2-chain, this means that there are two numbersi and j inI with i < j anduj coversui. Also, by definition ofI, ni � nj. But thenti = [mi℄ � ui is covered bytj = [mj ℄ � uj . This proves (4.2).
Finally, it remains to prove the lemma from (4.2). Lett be an arbitrary countably

infinite sequence of lists. By successive applications of (4.2), it follows thatt
contains infinitely many chains. We claim that one these chains is infinite. For if
we suppose that there are only finite chains, we may consider the sequencez of last
items of right-maximal finite chains int (a chain is right-maximal if it can not be
extended to the right). There must be infinitely many such right-maximal chains,
soz is an infinite sequence. Hence, by yet another application of(4.2),z contains
a chain of length 2. But then some chain was not right-maximalafter all. a
We now extract the consequences for logics extendingS4.3:

Corollary 4.100 There is no infinite sequence�0, �1, : : : of normal logics con-
tainingS4:3 such that for alli, �i � �i+1.
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Then for some infinite sequence of logics�0, �1, . . .
extendingS4.3, and for all natural numbersi, there is a formula�i such that�i 62�i and�i 2 �i+1. So, by Bull’s Theorem, for all natural numbersi there is a
finite S4.3frameFi that validates�i and does not satisfy�i. Let t be the infinite
sequence of liststi associated with the framesFi. By the Kruskal’s Theorem,
there exist natural numbersk and l, such thatk > l andtk coverstl. Hence by
Lemma 4.98 there is a bounded morphism fromFk ontoFl. It follows thatFl  �l
and we have a contradiction.a
Theorem 4.101 Every normal modal logic extendingS4:3 is finitely axiomatiz-
able.
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Proof. To arrive at a contradiction, we will assume that there does exist an ex-
tension� of S4.3 that is not finitely axiomatizable. We will construct a infinite
sequence�0 � �1 � � � � of extensions ofS4.3, thus contradicting Corollary 4.100.

As � is not finitely axiomatizable, it must be a proper extension of S4.3. Let�0 be an arbitrary formula in� n S4:3, and define�0 to be the logic generated byS4:3 [ f�0g. ThenS4:3 � �0 � �. The latter inclusion is strict because� is
not finitely axiomatizable. Hence, there exists�1 2 � n �0. Let �1 be the logic
generated by�0 [ f�1g. Continuing in this fashion we find the required infinite
sequence�0 � �1 � � � � of extensions ofS4.3. a
A negative characterization

We turn to the final task: showing that every normal logic extending S4.3has a
negative characterization in terms of finite sets of finite frames. Once again, the
proof makes use of the representation ofS4.3frames as lists of positive integers.

First some terminology. A set of listsX is flat if for every two distinct lists inX,
neither covers the other. In view of Lemma 4.98, the modal relevance of flatness
is this: if two frames are associated with distinct lists belonging to a flat set, then
neither frame is a bounded morphic image of the other.

Lemma 4.102 All flat sets are finite. Furthermore, for any set of listsY there is a
maximal setX such thatX � Y andX is flat.

Proof. Easy consequences of Kruskal’s Theorem.a
If X is a flat set of lists, thenC(X) is the set of lists covered by some list inX.
Note thatC(X) is finite and thatX � C(X). If X is a set of lists, thenB(X) is
the class of all finiteS4.3framesF such that there is a bounded morphism fromF
onto some frame whose list is inX.

Theorem 4.103 For every normal modal logic� extendingS4.3there is a finite setN of finiteS4.3frames with the following property: for any finite frameF, F  �
iff F is an S4.3frame and there does not exist a bounded morphism fromF onto
any frame inN.

Proof. Let� � S4.3, and letL0 be the set of lists associated with finiteS4.3frames
which do not validate�. LetL be a maximal flat set such thatL � L0. Note thatC(L) � L0.

We claim that for any finiteS4.3frameF, F  � iff F 62 B(C(L)). The left to
right implication is clear, for as no frame whose list belongs toC(L) validates�,
there cannot be a bounded morphism fromF onto any such frame. For the other
direction, we show the contrapositive. Suppose thatF 6 �. LetF’s list be f. Then
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f 2 L0. Now eitherf 2 C(L) or f 2 L0 n C(L). If f 2 C(L), then the identity
morphism onF guarantees thatF 2 B(C(L)) as required. So suppose instead that
f 2 L0 n C(L). This means thatf 62 L (asL � C(L)), hence asL is amaximal
flat subset ofL0, f must cover some listg in L. Thus by Lemma 4.98, anyS4.3
frameG whose list isg is a bounded morphic image ofF, henceF 2 B(C(L)) as
required. This completes the proof of the claim.

We can now define the desired finite setN: for eachg 2 C(L), choose a frame
whose list isg, and letN be the set of all our choices.a
Exercises for Section 4.9
4.9.1 Show that thesubrelation is transitive and asymmetric. Furthermore, show that if� sub and not� sub�, then� sub:
4.9.2 Prove Lemma 4.98. That is, letF andG be finiteS4.3frames, and letf andg be their
associated lists. Then show thatf coversg iff there is a bounded morphism fromF ontoG. (First hint: look at how we defined the bounded morphism usedin the proof of Bull’s
theorem. Second hint: look at the statement (but not the proof!) of Lemma 6.39.)

4.9.3 Give a complete characterization of all the normal logics extendingS5. Your answer
should include axiomatizations for all such logics.

4.9.4 LetKt4:3 be the smallest tense logic containing4, T , :3l and:3r. Show that there
are tense logics extendingKt4:3 that do not have the finite frame property. (Hint: look
at the tense logic obtained by adding the Grzegorczyk axiom in the operatorF . Is the
Grzegorczyk axiom inP satisfiable in a model for this logic? Is the Grzegorczyk axiom inP satisfiable in afinitemodel for this logic?)

4.10 Summary of Chapter 4I Completeness: A logic � is weaklycomplete with respect to a class of structures
S if every formula valid onS is a �-theorem. It isstrongly complete with
respect toS if whenever a set of premises entails a conclusion overS, then the
conclusion is�-deducible from the premises.I Canonical Models and Frames: Completeness theorems are essentially model
existence theorems. The most important model building technique is the canon-
ical model construction. The points of the underlying canonical frames are max-
imal consistent sets of formulas, and the relations and valuation are defined in
terms of membership of formulas in such sets.I CanonicityMany formulas are canonical for a propertyP . That is, they are
valid on any frame with propertyP , and moreover, when used as axioms, they
guarantee that the canonical frame has propertyP . When working with such
formulas, it is possible to prove strong completeness results relatively straight-
forwardly.



4.10 Summary of Chapter 4 259I Sahlqvist’s Completeness Theorem: Sahlqvist formulas not only define first-
order properties of frames, each Sahlqvist formula is also canonical for the first-
order property it defines. As a consequence, strong completeness is automatic
for any logic that is axiomatized by axioms in Sahlqvist form.I Limitative Results: The canonical model method is not universal: there are
weakly complete logics whose axioms are not valid on any canonical frame. In-
deed, no method is universal, for there are logics that are not sound and weakly
complete with respect to any class of frames at all.I Unraveling and Bulldozing: Often we need to build models with properties for
which no modal formula is canonical. Sometimes this can be done by transform-
ing the logic’s canonical model so that it has the relevant properties. Unraveling
and bulldozing are two useful transformation methods.I Step-by-step: Instead of modifying canonical models directly, the step-by-step
method builds models by selectingMCSs. Because it builds these selections
inductively, it offers a great deal of control over the properties of the resulting
model.I Rules for the Undefinable: By enriching our deductive machinery with special
proof rules, it is sometimes possible to construct canonical models that have the
desired properties right from the start, thus avoiding the need to massage the
(standard) canonical model into some desired shape.I Finitary Methods: The canonical model method establishesstrong complete-
ness. Onlyweakcompleteness results are possible for for non-compact logics
such as propositional dynamic logic, and finite canonical models (essentially
filtrations of standard canonical models) are a natural toolfor proving such re-
sults.I Logics extendingS4.3: Although the incompleteness results show that a frame
based analysis of all normal logics is impossible, many subregions of the lattice
of normal modal logics are better behaved. For example, the logics extend-
ing S4.3all have the finite frame property, are finitely axiomatizable, and have
negative characterizations in terms of finite frames.

Notes

Modal completeness results can be proved using a variety of methods. Kripke’s
original modal proof systems (see [290, 291] were tableaux systems, and com-
pleteness proofs for tableaux typically don’t make use of MCSs (Fitting [145] is
a good introduction to modal tableaux methods). Completeness via normal form
arguments have also proved useful. For example, Fine [139] uses normal forms to
prove the completeness of the normal logic generated by the McKinsey axiom; this
logic is not canonical (see Goldblatt [193]).

Nonetheless, most modal completeness theory revolves, directly or indirectly,
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around canonical models; pioneering papers include Makinson [314] (who uses a
method tantalizingly close to the step-by-step construction to pick out generated
subframes of canonical models) and Cresswell [97]. But the full power of canoni-
cal models and completeness-via-canonicity arguments didnot emerge clearly till
the work of Lemon and Scott [303]. Their monograph stated andproved the Canon-
ical Model Theorem and used completeness-via-canonicity arguments to establish
many important frame completeness results. One of their theorems was a general
canonicity result for axioms of the form3k2jp! 2m3np, wherek, j,m, n � 0.
Although not as general as Sahlqvist’s [388] later result (Theorem 4.42), this cov-
ered most of the better known modal systems, and was impressive testimony to the
generality of the canonical model method.

That KL is weakly complete with respect to the class of finite transitive trees
is proved in Segerberg [396]. (Strictly speaking, Segerberg proved thatKL4 is
complete with respect to the transitive trees, as it wasn’t then known that 4 was
derivable inKL ; derivations of 4 were independently found by De Jongh, Kripke,
and Sambin: see Boolos [67, page 11] and Hughes and Cresswell[241, page 150].)
Segerberg first proves weak completeness with respect to theclass of finite strict
partial order (the result we asked the reader to prove in Exercise 4.8.7), however
he does so by filtrating the canonical model forKL , whereas we asked the reader
to use a finite canonical model argument. Of course, the two arguments are in-
timately related, but the finite canonical model argument (which we have taken
from taken from Hughes and Cresswell [241, Theorem 8.4] is rather more direct.
Segerberg then proves weak completeness with respect to finite trees by unraveling
the resulting model (just as we asked the reader to do in Exercise 4.8.8).

The incomplete tense logicK tThoM discussed in the text was the first known
frame incomplete logic, and it’s still one of the most elegant and natural exam-
ples. It can be found in Thomason [427], and the text follows Thomason’s original
incompleteness proof. Shortly afterward, both Fine [137] and Thomason [427]
exhibited (rather complex) examples of incomplete logics in the the basic modal
language. The (much simpler) incomplete logicKvB examined in Exercise 4.4.2
is due to van Benthem [38];KvB is further examined in Cresswell [96]. In Exer-
cise 4.4.3 we listed three formulas which jointly define a first-order class of frames,
but which when used as axioms give rise to an incomplete normal logic; this exam-
ple is due to van Benthem [36]. Both the original paper and thediscussion in [42]
are worth looking at. The logic of the veiled recession framewas first axiomatized
by Blok [63]. It was also Blok [64, 65] who showed that incompleteness is the rule
rather than the exception among modal logics.

Although filtration and unraveling had been used earlier to prove complete-
ness results, the systematic use of transformation methodsstems from the work
of Segerberg [396]. Segerberg refined the filtration method,developed the bulldoz-
ing technique, and used them (together with other transformation) to prove many
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important completeness results, including characterizations of the tense logics of(N; <), (Z; <), (Q ; <), (R; <) and their reflexive counterparts.
We do not know who first developed the modal step-by-step method. Certainly

the idea of building models inductively is a natural one, andhas long been used in
both algebraic logic (see [237]) and set-theory (see [410]). One influential source
for the method is the work of Burgess: for example, in [76] he uses it to prove
completeness results in Since-Until logic (see also Xu [458] for some instructive
step-by-step proofs for this language). Moreover, in [77],his survey article on
tense logic, Burgess proves a number of completeness results for the basic modal
language using the method. A set of lecture notes by De Jongh and Veltman [255] is
the source of the popularity among Amsterdam logicians. Recent work on Arrow
Logic uses the method (and the related mosaic method) heavily, often combined
with the use of rules for the undefinable (see, for example, [326]). Step-by-step
arguments are now widely used in a variety of guises.

Gabbay [158] is one of the earliest papers on rules for the undefinable, and one of
the most influential (an interesting precursor is Burgess [75], in which these rules
are used in the setting of branching time logic). Gabbay and Hodkinson [164] is an
important paper which shows that such rules can take a particularly simple form in
the basic temporal language. For rules in modal languages equipped with the D-
operator, see de Rijke [104] and Venema [439]. For rules in modal languages with
nominals, see Passy and Tinchev [362], Gargov and Goranko [171], Blackburn and
Tzakova [61], and Blackburn [55].

The axiomatization ofPDL given in the text is from Segerberg’s 1977 abstract,
(see [400]). But there was a gap in Segerberg’s completenessproof, and by the
time he had published a full corrected version (see [402]) very different proofs by
Parikh [357] and Kozen and Parikh [279], had appeared. It seems that several other
unpublished completeness proofs were also in circulation at this time: see Harel’s
survey of dynamic logic [215] for details. The proof in the text is based on lecture
notes by Van Benthem and Meyer Viol [48].

Bull’s Theorem was the first general result about the fine structure of the lattice
of normal modal logics. Bull’s original proof (in [72]) was algebraic; the model-
theoretic proof given in the text is due to Fine [136]. A discussion of the relation-
ship between the two proofs may be found in Bull and Segerberg[73]. Moreover,
Goldblatt [183] presents Fine’s proof from a rather different perspective, empha-
sizing a concept he calls ‘clusters within clusters’; the reader will find it instructive
to compare Goldblatt’s presentation with the one in the text, which uses Fine’s
original argument. Fine’s paper also contains the finite axiomatizability result for
logics extendingS4.3(Theorem 4.101) and the (negative) characterization in terms
of finite sets of finite frames (Theorem 4.103), and the text follows Fine’s original
proofs here too.

The work of Bull and Fine initiated a (still flourishing) investigation into subre-
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gions of the lattice of normal modal logics. For example, theposition of logics in
the lattice characterized by a single structure is investigated in Maksimova [317],
Esakia and Meskhi [132] and (using algebraic methods) Blok [65]. In [138] and
[141], Fine adapts his methods to analyze the logics extending K4.3 (the adapta-
tion is technically demanding as not all these logics have the finite frame prop-
erty). Moreover, the Berlin school has a long tradition in this area: see Rauten-
berg [374, 375, 376], Kracht [283, 285, 286], and Wolter [452]. More recently,
the structure of the lattice of tense logics has received attention: see, for exam-
ple, Kracht [281] and Wolter [450]. And Wolter [451] investigates the transfer of
properties when the converse operatorP is added to a logic (in the basic modal
language) that extendsK4, obtaining various axiomatizability and decidability re-
sults.

Work by Zakharyaschev has brought new ideas to bear. As we pointed out in
the Notes to Chapter 3, in the 1960s (the early years following the introduction
of relational semantics for modal logic) it was hoped that one could describe and
understandany modal formula by imposing first-order conditions on its frames.
But the incompleteness results, and the discovery of modal formulas that do not
correspond to any first-order conditions, destroyed this hope. In a series of pa-
pers Zakharyaschev [462, 463, 464, 465] has studied an alternative, purely frame-
theoretic approach to the classification of modal formulas.Given a modal (or intu-
itionistic) formula�, one can effectively construct finite rooted framesF1, . . . ,Fn
such that a general frameg refutes� iff there is a (not necessarily generated) sub-
frameg0 of g which satisfies certain natural conditions and which can be mapped
to one of theFi by a bounded morphism. Conversely, with every finite rooted
frameF Zakharyaschev associates acanonical formula which can be refuted on
a frame iff that frame contains a subframe (satisfying certain natural conditions)
that can be mapped toF by a bounded morphism. Like the search for first-order
characterizations, the classification approach in terms ofcanonical formulas is not
universal either. But its limitations are of a different kind: it only characterizes
transitivegeneral frames — but for every modal (and intuitionistic) formula. Za-
kharyaschev [459] is a very accessible survey of canonical formulas, with plenty
of motivations, examples and definitions; technical details and discussions of the
algebraic and logical background of canonical formulas areprovided by Chagrov
and Zakharyaschev [86, Chapter 9].


